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Uptown Media, Inc. and “Monsoon” Mike Storm 

CONFIDENTIAL SUMMARY FOR JUDGES 

 

These tables summarize each party’s goals and priorities for the negotiation, highlighting 

the areas for potential agreement and disagreement. The tables are provided first for quick 

reference. The problem provided to the teams follows. 

 

Issue #1: Storm’s future employment with Uptown Media 

Uptown Media Mike Storm Possible Outcome 

Uptown Media would like to 

keep Storm as an employee, 

but it is unwilling to permit 

him to take Gale’s position 

in Harrietsburg. Uptown 

Media would be equally 

satisfied with moving Storm 

to Memphis or Mid-

Missouri. 

 

If the parties cannot agree on 

a continued relationship, 

Uptown Media can pay up to 

$100,000 to settle any claims 

arising from the 

employment. Any such 

severance agreement must 

include (1) a complete 

waiver of claims, (2) a 

mutual non-disclosure 

agreement, and (3) a 

confidentiality agreement 

(cannot disclose existence of 

settlement or terms). 

 

  

Storm is willing to continue 

employment with Uptown Media, but he 

is unwilling to stay in Eagle Rock. 

Storm is looking for a position that 

offers him the potential for career 

advancement and in a location with job 

opportunities for his husband.  

 

Either Memphis or Mid-Missouri could 

satisfy both requirements. Mid-Missouri 

is a more supervisory position than 

Memphis, but it’s a smaller market. 

Memphis is a bigger market, but Storm 

would still have to report to a station 

manager. While Memphis may provide 

more job opportunities for Storm’s 

spouse, Mid-Missouri offers the 

opportunity to work with the University 

of Missouri’s journalism school.  

 

If the parties cannot agree on a 

continued relationship, Storm will ask 

for a minimum of $100,000 in 

compensation. While he is willing to 

sign a confidentiality agreement, he 

believes an additional compensation of 

$50,000 would be appropriate for the 

agreement. 

The parties will likely 

agree to continue the 

employment 

relationship. Either 

Memphis or Mid-

Missouri are good 

options for both parties. 

Eagle Rock and 

Harrietsburg are both 

objectionable to one 

party or the other. 

 

If the parties cannot 

agree on a solution that 

allows Storm to remain 

employed, they will not 

be able to reach an 

agreement.  Uptown 

Media is only authorized 

to offer up to $100,000 

and will require a 

confidentiality 

agreement.  Storm will 

demand at least 

$150,000 to sign a 

termination agreement 

with a confidentiality 

statement. 
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Issue #2: Brown’s compensation, if he remains employed with Uptown Media 

Uptown Media Mike Storm Possible Outcome 

Uptown Media is willing to offer 

Storm a raise and pay moving 

costs if he agrees to accept a 

position in Memphis or Mid-

Missouri.  The salary 

considerations are the same for 

both locations. 

 

Storm currently makes $92,500 

per year.  Uptown Media would 

like to keep the new salary closer 

to $95,000, but it could go as high 

as $105,000. 

 

Uptown Media’s standard moving 

expenses are $10,000 per move. 

This amount can be increased to 

$20,000 for this settlement.  

Uptown Media would prefer to 

keep both the salary and the 

moving costs as low as possible, 

but it would rather increase the 

moving expenses than the salary. 

 

Uptown Media will require a 

confidentiality agreement, and it is 

not authorized to pay any 

additional compensation for the 

confidentiality agreement if the 

employment relationship 

continues. 

Storm would like to see his 

salary increase. He is 

demanding at least $98,000 at 

his new location, but he 

would like to see something 

closer to $110,000. 

 

In addition, Storm has 

significant current debts and 

would benefit from increasing 

the moving fee as high as 

Uptown Media is willing to 

pay. Storm should seek the 

maximum moving costs, but 

if he can gain additional 

income by accepting lower 

moving costs, that is also a 

win for him. 

 

Storm is willing to sign a 

confidentiality agreement 

without compensation if the 

parties reach an otherwise 

satisfactory agreement that 

maintains the employment 

relationship. 

The parties will likely agree 

on a salary between 

$98,000–$105,000. A lower 

salary is more of a win for 

Uptown Media and a higher 

salary is more of a win for 

Storm. 

 

The parties are likely to 

agree that Uptown Media 

will likely pay all, or close to 

all, of the $20,000 in 

available moving costs. 

Uptown Media should seek 

to use increases in the 

moving costs to limit the 

salary increase. 

 

If the employment 

relationship is preserved, the 

parties should include a 

confidentiality agreement 

without additional 

compensation. 
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General Information for Both Parties 

The State of Sequoyah is located in the United States, with a population of approximately 

four million people. The largest cities in Sequoya are Harrietsburg (the state capital) and Eagle 

Rock. The state is served by two primary media markets. The eastern portion of the state falls in 

the Harrietsburg media market. It contains approximately 1.3 million television households, 

making it the twenty-first largest media market in the country. In the west, Eagle Rock and 

several smaller cities fall within the Eagle Rock media market. This market includes 

approximately 350,000 television households, making it the eighty-fifth largest media market in 

the country. Eagle Rock and Harrietsburg are approximately 250 miles apart. 

 Uptown Media, Inc., is a publicly-traded telecommunications company that owns 

television, print, and online media sources in many states across the country. Uptown Media is a 

Delaware corporation, and its principal place of business is Owings Mills, Maryland. It owns two 

local television stations in Sequoyah: one in Harrietsburg (KHBG-TV) and one in Eagle Rock 

(KERM-TV). These television stations are network affiliates, which means they contract with 

national networks to air certain programming but also generate their own local programing.  

Both KHBG-TV and KERM-TV operate local news programs. Local news producers 

generate the majority of stories covered, and each station has a news director to run the day-to-

day operation of the news programs. Local news directors are empowered to make employment 

decisions, but all hiring, firing, and promotion decisions are reviewable by regional vice 

presidents. 

Both KHBG-TV and KERM-TV follow the same schedule for local news. Each station 

runs a local news program from 5:00-7:00 am each morning, and then supplies local news, 

traffic, and weather cut-ins for the national affiliate during the national morning news program 

that runs from 7:00-10:00 am. In addition, each station runs three blocks of local news from 

noon-1:00 pm, 5:00-6:00 pm, and 10:00-11:00 pm. 

“Monsoon” Mike Storm has been a weather anchor at KERM-TV for ten years. Storm is 

currently the station’s chief meteorologist and weekday morning news anchor. In that role, Storm 

is responsible for weather reports on Good Morning, Eagle Rock! from 5:00-7:00 am, the cut-ins 

to the national affiliate from 7:00-10:00 am, and the News at Noon. Each morning, there are six 

weather segments on Good Morning, Eagle Rock!, nine shorter weather update cut-ins during the 

national news, and two longer weather segments on News at Noon. As the chief meteorologist, 

Storm is also responsible for managing the division and supervising the development of the 

station’s weather projections. 

Storm started as a weather reporter fifteen years ago, after graduating from the nation’s 

highest ranked meteorology program at UCLA with a degree in meteorology. Storm’s first 

weather anchor position was at a local television station in Tupelo, Mississippi. While in Tupelo, 

Storm earned the Certified Broadcast Meteorologist seal from the American Meteorological 

Society. After two years in Tupelo, Storm moved to a news station in Galveston, Texas. In 

Galveston, Storm was christened “Monsoon Mike” for reporting during hurricanes and was 

awarded a regional Emmy for team coverage of severe weather. In 2009, Storm was offered the 

position of chief meteorologist at KERM-TV. While the media market was smaller, Storm 
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jumped at the increased pay and responsibility associated with being the station’s chief 

meteorologist. 

 While at KERM-TV, Storm has been honored numerous times as Sequoyah’s best 

television meteorologist by the Sequoyah Association of Broadcasters. Storm was awarded the 

Edward R. Murrow award for coverage of the Woodcrest City tornado in 2012 and was 

nominated for an Emmy award for the 30-minute special “Four, Five Seconds from Wildfire,” a 

2015 program aimed at improving public awareness of forest fires and fire safety. 

Storm is married to Lucas Clarke, who is a lifelong resident of Harrietsburg. Before 

marrying Storm, Clarke was the managing editor of Harrietsburg’s longest running alternative 

newspaper, Haklo Harrietsburg. Since their marriage in 2017, Clarke has lived in Eagle Rock, 

working remotely as a freelance journalist. 

In January 2017, Storm was named the honorary chair of Eagle Rock Pride’s Annual 

LGBTQ+ Celebration. In that volunteer role, Storm was responsible for hosting the annual Pride 

Parade in June and serving as the region’s “Pride Ambassador.” Storm attended fund-raising 

events throughout the months leading up to the June parade, which required Storm to request 

time off to accommodate the responsibilities of the position. Between January and March, Storm 

took a total of six days off work for Pride-related activities. Greg Nishkapat, the news director 

for KERM-TV and Storm’s supervisor, approved the time off. He knew that Storm was using the 

time to serve as a Pride Ambassador, and he never made any statements indicating approval or 

disapproval of Storm’s involvement in the Pride Parade. 

Storm had sufficient leave days accrued to accommodate the requirements of the 

volunteer position, but in April, Nishkapat began to question the need for Storm’s leave time as 

tornado season approached. Sequoyah’s tornado season typically begins in April and is most 

intense in May. In early April, Nishkapat met with Storm and asked Storm to consider whether 

the volunteer responsibilities were consistent with the needs of KERM-TV. Storm believed the 

conversation was motivated by a hostility to LGBTQ+ rights and sent an email to Nishkapat’s 

boss, regional vice-president Betsy Schechter, complaining about the perceived discrimination. 

In response, Schechter sent an email to both Nishkapat and Storm stating that Uptown 

Media was “committed to diversity in all forms.” Schechter’s email stated that, while KERM-TV 

had no policy that explicitly prohibited employees from using their leave during a particularly 

busy season, employees were strongly urged to schedule their leave to avoid placing undue 

burdens on their co-workers. Following the email, Storm requested two additional days of leave 

in April and May to attend Pride-related events, and Nishkapat granted Storm’s leave for both 

days. 

In August 2017, KERM-TV’s traffic reporter, Steve Logan, and sports reporter, Trish 

Martìnez, began training for an annual marathon supporting firefighters in Sequoyah. Nishkapat 

encouraged the news team to develop a recurring segment on the morning news program focused 

on their training efforts and local charity causes. Storm felt slighted because the station did not 

provide the same level of support and encouragement when he was appointed Pride Ambassador. 

Once again, Storm sent an email to Schechter explaining the perceived discrimination. This time, 
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Storm also copied Nishkapat, Logan, Martìnez, and twelve other producers and anchors for 

KERM-TV. 

In response, Schechter scheduled an in-person meeting with Nishkapat and Storm. Over 

the course of an hour-long “heart-to-heart,” the parties agreed to work better together. Nishkapat 

and Schechter both expressed their respect for Storm’s work and commitment to LGBTQ+ 

rights. For the next year, Nishkapat and Storm worked together without any significant discord. 

In June 2018, KERM-TV even sent Storm to do the weather report on the scene of the Eagle 

Rock Pride Parade. 

In September 2018, however, the relationship between Storm and Nishkapat began to 

deteriorate once again. During a live “Mail Call” segment, Storm and other anchors responded to 

Tweets from their viewers. After responding to the three Tweets that had been pre-identified by 

KERM-TV’s producers, Storm spontaneously added a fourth response directed at “all the people 

out there who haven’t learned to be nice.” In an impassioned “clap back,” Storm encouraged 

KERM-TV’s viewers to show empathy for people who were different and explained how 

LGBTQ+ slurs were hurtful. The response subsequently went viral, with many commenters 

praising Storm for the “classy” response. Nishkapat, though, was not immediately supportive. 

Directly after the segment aired, he accused Storm of pulling a “stunt” on live television without 

seeking approval from him first. Schechter, though, loved the attention the spot generated and 

sent Storm and Nishkapat an email congratulating them for “making the station relevant.” 

In December 2018, Storm and Clarke traveled to Kazakhstan for four weeks to adopt a 

child. Nishkapat had initially objected to Storm leaving over the winter holidays when many 

other anchors had also requested time off, but he relented when Storm explained that the date 

was set by the adoption agency with very little input from him and Clarke. Storm’s absence from 

work was covered by the station’s parental leave policy, which provides twelve weeks of paid 

parental leave for all employees.  

Upon returning to the United States in January 2019, Storm learned that a weather anchor 

position in Harrietsburg had been offered to Virginia Gale, KERM-TV’s weekend weather 

anchor. While this position is not a supervisory position, Harrietsburg’s chief meteorologist is 

rumored to be retiring in the next three to five years. The position offered to Gale was open 

because longtime Harrietsburg weather anchor, Dale Wolke, had announced his intention to 

retire at the end of May 2019. While Wolke’s retirement had been announced before Storm’s trip 

to Kazakhstan, Storm had assumed that Wolke’s replacement in Harrietsburg would be 

determined closer to his actual retirement date. 

Virginia Gale started her career as a fashion model with the Diana del Bianco modeling 

agency. In 2010, she left modeling to study at Pennsylvania State University, and in 2015, she 

earned her B.A. in Communications with a minor in Meteorology. Shortly after graduation, Gale 

was interviewed by Storm and hired by Nishkapat after receiving Storm’s recommendation. She 

has served as the weekend weather anchor for the last three years. 

Upon finding out that Gale had been named as Wolke’s replacement, Storm sent a 

scathing email to Nishkapat and Schechter. Storm accused Uptown Media of discrimination on 
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the basis of sexual orientation and parental status and said the timing of the announcement was 

“a despicably transparent attempt” to sideline Storm.  

Storm’s parental leave ends on February 24, 2019. Storm is demanding to be named the 

new Harrietsburg weather anchor, refusing to return to work following the conclusion of the 

parental leave, and threatening to file a discrimination lawsuit if Uptown Media proceeds with 

giving the position to Gale. 

Sequoyah state law makes it illegal for:  

an employer to refuse employment to a person . . . or discriminate against 

an employee in compensation or in a term, condition, or privilege of 

employment: 

(a) because of the person’s race, color, religion, national origin, or 

sexual orientation . . . or  

 

(b) because of the of the person’s age, physical or mental disability, 

sex, gender identity, marital status, pregnancy, or parenthood when the 

reasonable demands of the position do not require distinction on the basis 

of age, physical or mental disability, sex, gender identity, marital status, 

pregnancy, or parenthood. 

 

Seq. Stat. tit. 97, § 1501 (2016). 

 

Confidential information for Uptown Media 

 Betsy Schechter, regional vice-president for Uptown Media’s holdings in Sequoyah and 

four other states, is a bit surprised that Mike Storm has reacted so strongly to the decision to hire 

Virginia Gale for the open position in Harrietsburg. As a chief meteorologist at KERM-TV, the 

move to a non-supervisory anchor role in Harrietsburg would be, at best, a lateral transfer for 

Storm.  

While she is aware Storm has made some complaints in the past, Schechter has always 

liked Storm personally. She is especially appreciative of the way that Storm has worked so well 

with Virginia Gale. In Schechter’s experience, the natural inclination of most anchors in Storm’s 

position would be to impede Gale’s development to undercut a potential competitor. Storm, 

though, has been a strong mentor to Gale, and both Gale and Uptown Media have benefitted 

from his willingness to help Gale grow as a meteorologist. While Schechter has been a little bit 

annoyed at Storm’s tendency to “jump the chain” and elevate seemingly every dispute with 

Nishkapat to her level, she thought things had been resolved after her trip to Eagle River in 2017.  

 In any case, Schechter is not willing to reconsider moving Gale to Harrietsburg. Uptown 

Media considered Gale’s hiring to be a huge win, and Schechter has been looking for an 

opportunity to move her to a bigger market since Gale first joined the company. Gale has a 
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charisma that is off-the-charts in focus groups, and her ratings are excellent, especially in the key 

male, ages 18–44, demographic that generates the most advertising revenue.  

Schechter has long thought Gale would be a perfect fit in Harrietsburg. Dale Wolke is a 

fine meteorologist, but the news office in Harrietsburg tends to be a bit stale, with almost all the 

primary anchors having been in their positions for at least five years. In addition, the 

Harrietsburg news team is almost 80% male, whereas Uptown Media generally seeks to have a 

more even mix of male and female anchors. Schechter has been waiting for Wolke to retire for 

almost two years, and she’s excited to have the opportunity to inject some youth and gender 

diversity into the Harrietsburg newsroom. 

 While Gale’s presentation skills and ratings were always top notch, she was admittedly a 

bit green as a meteorologist when she was first hired. That’s a big reason why Schechter 

encouraged KERM-TV’s director, Greg Nishkapat, to hire her in Eagle Rock. Nishkapat and 

Storm are both veteran supervisors who have experience training new personnel. Schechter’s 

plan was for the two of them to help Gale develop into an anchor who could credibly hold her 

own in a major market. Schechter could not be happier with the way the KERM-TV staff has 

helped Gale develop, and she is ready to reap the rewards of her patience in developing Uptown 

Media’s on-air talent by moving Gale to Harrietsburg’s larger market. 

 Storm, on the other hand, lacks the on-screen “wow factor” Gale brings. While Storm is 

an excellent meteorologist and a respected supervisor and mentor for younger anchors, audiences 

find the “Monsoon Mike” shtick a bit polarizing. In focus groups, some viewers really like Storm 

while others use terms like “goofy” or “corny.” 

 While Schechter is unwilling to move Storm to Harrietsburg, she would be willing to 

consider transferring Storm to another station if Eagle Rock is no longer a satisfying location. In 

particular, Schechter has an upcoming vacancy for chief meteorologist in Memphis, Tennessee, 

where she thinks Storm would be a good fit. That station’s weather division has strong on-air 

talent, but lacks anyone with Storm’s experience in meteorology and extreme weather coverage. 

Storm would also be well-suited for the supervisory responsibilities of the position. Memphis is 

the fifty-first largest media market in the United States.  

 Alternatively, Schechter would also be willing to offer Storm a position as the news 

director and chief meteorologist of Uptown Media’s mid-Missouri station. The mid-Missouri 

station covers the Columbia-Jefferson City news market, the 138th largest media market in the 

country. In this role, Storm would not only supervise the station’s two weather anchors; he 

would also supervise the station’s eight other news anchors. Schechter believes Storm’s 

management and mentoring skills would be particularly valuable here because the station is often 

the first job for new anchors. In addition, the station has traditionally worked closely with the 

highly-ranked journalism school at the University of Missouri to develop the skills of aspiring 

television journalists. Because of the proximity to the school, there’s also the possibility for 

experienced journalists—in television or print media—to earn some additional income as adjunct 

professors. 

If Storm were willing to accept either position, Schechter could authorize a raise. Storm 

currently makes $92,500 per year, which is slightly above the national median income for local 
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meteorologists. As the chief meteorologist in Memphis or the news director in mid-Missouri, 

Schechter could offer Storm up to $105,000. She would prefer, however, to keep the starting 

salary closer to $95,000. In addition, Uptown Media offers all employees $10,000 for moving 

expenses when they relocate. If Storm were willing to accept a position in Memphis or mid-

Missouri, Schechter would be willing to increase that by as much as $10,000, to $20,000 total 

(although, again, the less additional money she has to offer, the better). Between the increased 

reimbursement for moving and the increased salary, Schechter would prefer to pay Storm the 

one-time moving expenses.  

If Storm were to accept the position in Memphis or the position in mid-Missouri, 

Schechter would want Storm to stay in Eagle Rock until November 2019 to stagger the departure 

of the KERM-TV weather anchors and assist in the training of the replacements for both Storm 

and Gale. If necessary, Schechter would be willing to make Storm’s raise for either position 

effective immediately, but she would prefer to keep Storm at the current pay rate until a transfer 

actually occurs. 

 Additionally, Schechter is concerned about the continuing issues Storm seems to be 

having with Nishkapat. Uptown Media prides itself on developing a diverse pool of anchors, and 

a lawsuit alleging sexual orientation discrimination would be very bad public relations for the 

company. Schechter believes she has done everything in in her power to accommodate Storm’s 

concerns. Despite her efforts, she believes Storm has decided that repeatedly alleging 

discrimination is the best way to get favorable personnel actions. While Schechter understands 

she cannot prohibit Storm from making complaints without appearing to have retaliatory 

motives, she would like Storm to acknowledge that Uptown Media has gone above and beyond 

to address the sexual orientation discrimination allegations. In particular, she would like Storm to 

sign a confidentiality agreement related to any allegations about discrimination that precede the 

agreement and to make a promotional recording praising Uptown Media’s commitment to equal 

opportunity for use in its recruitment of new anchors. 

 If Storm is not interested in staying at Eagle Rock or transferring to Memphis or mid-

Missouri, Schechter is able to authorize a severance and confidentiality payment to Storm. If 

Storm opts to go this route, Schechter would prefer to keep the settlement under $50,000, but she 

could offer up to $100,000. Any such payment would be contingent upon Storm’s agreement to 

waive all claims arising from his employment with Uptown Media and sign a mutual non-

disparagement agreement that would prevent either party from saying anything negative about 

the other. In addition, Uptown Media would require Storm to sign a confidentiality agreement 

that would prohibit Storm from disclosing the terms or existence of the settlement to any other 

party. 

 Schechter hopes you will be creative in thinking of other solutions to resolve this issue. In 

no case are you authorized to revoke the offer of the Harrietsburg position to Gale. Otherwise, 

Uptown Media’s primary goal is to prevent Storm’s discrimination complaints from going 

public, and its secondary goal is to keep Storm employed in a position that best suits Storm’s 

strengths and weaknesses. 
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 Schechter is leaving the negotiation to your discretion and will agree to anything in 

Uptown Media’s best interests. You may provide additional, non-self-serving information and 

details consistent with the facts as stated above and in the General Information.

 

Confidential information for “Monsoon” Mike Storm  

 Mike Storm is beyond upset about the way Uptown Media has rewarded his loyal decade 

of service by promoting Gale behind his back. Storm feels betrayed and sidelined by Greg 

Nishkapat and Betsy Schechter, and Storm is especially hurt that the adoption trip—which was 

supposed to be a joyous occasion for his family—has been ruined by the work drama. Storm 

believes the timing of the announcement of Gale’s hiring was specifically designed to ensure he 

would be out of the office. Storm wonders how long Nishkapat and Schechter have been 

planning this and is beginning to look at Nishkapat’s change of heart on the Kazakhstan trip in a 

new light. Storm had previously thought Nishkapat was convinced by the argument that the 

timing wasn’t up to Storm and Clarke, but maybe Nishkapat decided to let Storm go to 

Kazakhstan specifically so Gale could be hired while Storm was out of the country.  

 Since marrying Lucas Clarke in 2017, Storm has become more involved in the local 

LGBTQ+ community. For the first ten or so years of Storm’s career, he made a conscious effort 

to downplay his sexual orientation to avoid creating waves at work. After marrying Clarke—who 

has always been an impassioned advocate for LGBTQ+ rights—and seeing attitudes throughout 

the country start to change, Storm started taking a more vocal approach. It doesn’t seem Uptown 

Media and KERM-TV were ready for the change, though. Unlike the support Nishkapat showed 

for other employees who were engaged in community service, Nishkapat went out of his way to 

make it hard for Storm to support Eagle Rock Pride. Nishkapat’s hostility to Storm is apparent 

by the way he berated Storm in public for making a public statement against using LGBTQ+ 

slurs and even initially refused to permit Storm to take the international adoption trip. It’s clear 

to Storm that there is no future in Eagle Rock, especially with Nishkapat as news director. 

 While Storm has been inspired by Clarke’s activism, Clarke has had a harder time 

adjusting to life in Eagle Rock. Clarke was incredibly passionate about working for Haklo 

Harrietsburg, and the transition to freelance journalism hasn’t been easy. Clarke would love to 

return to Harrietsburg, and Storm and Clarke have both talked about the opportunity created by 

Dale Wolke’s impending retirement. Storm had been planning to send an email to Greg 

Nishkapat and Betsy Schechter in November 2018 inquiring about the position when Clarke and 

Storm learned they had been matched with a child for adoption. With more than six months left 

before Wolke’s scheduled retirement, Storm decided to wait until after they returned from 

Kazakhstan to broach the issue. Storm believed the relationship with Schechter improved after 

his Mail Call “clap back” went viral, but his interactions with Nishkapat were still pretty tense. 

Storm decided it would be better to fight one battle at a time instead of inquiring about the 

position and parental leave at the same time. 

 Upon returning to the United States, Storm was shocked and enraged to learn Gale had 

been offered the Harrietsburg position while he was gone. While Storm likes Gale a lot and has 

worked well with her for the last three years, she is nowhere near as qualified for the position as 
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he is. Not only does Storm have twelve more years of experience, Gale still has a lot to learn 

about meteorology. It seems pretty clear to Storm that Gale’s major assets are that she is young, 

female, and pretty. 

 Job openings for on-air positions at Uptown Media are not typically posted for 

application. It’s not uncommon for producers to groom certain personalities for advancement or 

even to create new positions specifically to accommodate existing talent. Still, Storm thought 

there would be more of an open discussion about how to fill Wolke’s position. 

 Storm is facing some significant financial pressures between the adoption and Clarke’s 

transition to Eagle Rock. Adoption fees and the trip to Kazakhstan cost almost $30,000. The 

couple is also experiencing a significant loss of income based on Clarke’s move to Eagle Rock. 

As the editor of Haklo Harrietsburg, Clarke earned a salary of $60,000 per year. Since moving 

to Eagle Rock, Clarke’s annual income has been closer to $20,000 in freelance fees. 

Additionally, Clarke owned a condo in Harrietsburg that the couple found hard to sell when 

Clarke moved to Eagle Rock. After paying two mortgages for ten months while they tried to sell 

the condo, Clarke and Storm eventually ended up selling the condo for $10,000 less than Clarke 

had paid for it in 2007.   

 A big part of Storm’s desire to relocate to Harrietsburg was the potential for Clarke to 

resume regular employment with Haklo Harrietsburg or another publication. As a small market, 

Eagle Rock just doesn’t have any opportunities for Clarke to find full-time employment. While 

Harrietsburg would be the ideal destination, Clarke would also be likely to find a job in other 

cities, just not a place as small as Eagle Rock. Clarke believes his chances of finding regular 

employment would be best in an urban area with a population of at least one million people, 

which translates to the top fifty to sixty largest metropolitan areas in the country.  

Storm currently makes $92,500 in Eagle Rock. That is slightly higher than the national 

median for local weather anchors, but it is on the lower end for someone who is the chief of a 

division. Storm has friends at KHBG-TV in Harrietsburg and knows salaries are a bit higher 

there. The lowest paid meteorologist in Harrietsburg has been in the business for nine years and 

makes $95,000. Given Storm’s additional years of experience, Storm believes that his salary 

should be higher. Storm also believes his position in Eagle Rock has capped out. As the chief 

meteorologist for ten years, there is no additional room for growth in the Eagle Rock market. 

Storm wants more responsibility and a higher salary, and both will likely require a move to a 

larger market.  

If Storm agrees to stay employed by Uptown Media, he would like to see his salary 

increase to $110,000.  Uptown Media also offers its employees moving expenses of up to 

$10,000. If Uptown Media were willing to increase that payment to allow him to cover his 

outstanding debts, he would be willing to accept a slightly lower salary.  In no case, though, will 

he accept a salary less than $98,000. 

Storm realizes the move to Harrietsburg would be a step back in terms of responsibility, 

but there are opportunities for advancement in Harrietsburg that aren’t available in Eagle Rock. 

Storm knows the anchors in the Harrietsburg weather division are all a bit older, and Storm 

believes the position of chief meteorologist for KHBG-TV will probably open in the next five or 
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so years. Storm thinks moving to the Harrietsburg station before the position opens would 

increase the chances Uptown Media offers Storm the position when it opens. 

If Storm is unable to reach an agreement for continued employment with Uptown Media, 

Storm would not be able to easily find another job in weather journalism. Uptown Media is a 

huge player in the local news market, and Storm believes it would be hard for him to find 

another job in television if the parties can’t reach an agreement for continued employment. 

Storm has a friend who works for the National Weather Service in Memphis, Tennessee, though, 

and the friend has previously expressed an interest in hiring Storm as an analyst. While the salary 

of $65,000 per year is lower than Storm makes as a weather anchor, Clarke would at least be able 

to more easily find employment there. Also, if he moves to Memphis, there’s at least a 

possibility that he would be able to find a job in television because Memphis is the 51st largest 

media market in the country. 

If Uptown Media is willing to move Storm to a position in Harrietsburg, Storm would be 

willing to forgo bringing a discrimination lawsuit and would not seek monetary damages. If 

Uptown Media refuses to offer Storm an acceptable position, though, Storm will seek damages 

of at least $100,000 as compensation for the lower salary at the National Weather Service. Storm 

would also want to ensure Uptown Media gave him a good employer reference as part of any 

severance package.  

Additionally, Storm expects Uptown Media will require a waiver of claims arising from 

his employment and a confidentiality agreement as part of any settlement. Storm is willing to 

sign a waiver in exchange for damages, but he finds it incredibly hypocritical that Uptown Media 

cares so much about appearing to support equal opportunity while it has demonstrated through its 

actions that LGBTQ+ concerns don’t matter to the company. If Storm signs a confidentiality 

agreement, he believes compensation of $50,000, in addition to any other compensation or relief, 

would be appropriate. That said, he does not want the confidentiality agreement to prevent 

continued employment with Uptown Media. He would be willing to sign a confidentiality 

agreement without an additional fee if he and Uptown Media reach an agreement that continues 

the employment relationship. 

 Storm hopes you will be creative in thinking of other solutions to resolve this issue. 

Storm’s primary desire is for Uptown Media to offer a position in Harrietsburg or another market 

more suitable to Storm’s professional and family goals. Failing that, Storm wants to make sure 

that Uptown Media provides compensation for its failure to provide an equal opportunity 

workplace. 

Storm is leaving the negotiation to your discretion and will agree to anything in his 

family’s best interests. You may provide additional, non-self-serving information and details 

consistent with the facts as stated above and in the General Information. 
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These tables summarize each party’s goals and priorities for the negotiation, highlighting 

the areas for potential agreement and disagreement. The tables are provided first for quick 

reference. The problem provided to the teams follows. 

 

Issue #1: Lancaster’s continued employment with Qimmiq 

Lancaster/Qimmiq Prevalent Possible Outcome 

Lancaster currently 

tutors students in 

Fairbanks, 

Anchorage, and 

Mat-Su.  He and 

Qimmiq are willing 

to agree that 

Lancaster will not 

teach in Anchorage 

or Mat-Su if they 

can avoid paying 

damages or 

attorneys’ fees, but 

they are not willing 

to give up 

Fairbanks. 

 

Alternatively, 

Qimmiq is willing 

to pay up to 

$15,000 in damages 

to resolve the issue 

completely.  Under 

such an agreement, 

Lancaster would 

continue to work in 

Anchorage, Mat-

Su, and Fairbanks. 

 

 

Prevalent is willing to accept 

Lancaster’s continued 

employment with Qimmiq under 

one of three conditions: 

1) Lancaster agrees to quit 

working in Anchorage. 

Prevalent would prefer to 

force Lancaster out of Mat-

Su, as well, but it will accept 

an agreement so long as 

Lancaster vacates 

Anchorage.  Under such an 

agreement, Prevalent is 

willing to waive damages 

and attorneys’ fees. 

 

2) Qimmiq pays damages to 

Prevalent for breach of the 

non-compete. Prevalent will 

require $12,000–$20,000 in 

damages if Lancaster 

continues teaching in 

Anchorage. 

 

3) Qimmiq cedes Anchorage to 

Prevalent and enters into a 

subcontractor agreement. 

This scenario is discussed in 

detail in the third issue 

summary. 

The parties’ optimal solution involves 

Qimmiq entering into a subcontractor 

agreement with Prevalent. This option is 

discussed in more depth in the summary 

for Issue #3 below. If the parties enter 

into the subcontractor agreement, 

Qimmiq (and Lancaster) will cede 

Anchorage to Prevalent but continue to 

work in Mat-Su and Fairbanks. 

 

If no subcontractor agreement is reached, 

the parties can resolve this issue by 

Qimmiq agreeing that Lancaster will not 

work in Anchorage. Under such an 

agreement, Prevalent will permit 

Lancaster to continue in Fairbanks, but 

the parties should negotiate over Mat-Su.  

If Lancaster agrees to vacate Mat-Su, that 

is more of a win for Prevalent; if 

Lancaster continues in Mat-Su, that is 

more of a win for Qimmiq. 

 

Alternately, Qimmiq may agree to pay 

damages to Prevalent to allow Lancaster 

to continue to work in all the locations 

where he currently takes students. In this 

case, the damages will likely be between 

$12,000–$15,000. The larger the 

damages, the more beneficial for 

Prevalent, and vice versa for Qimmiq. 
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Issue #2: Damages for other tutors who have non-compete agreements with Prevalent 

Lancaster/Qimmiq Prevalent Possible Outcome 

In addition to Lancaster, 

Qimmiq has twenty-five other 

employees who have 

previously worked for 

Prevalent.  Qimmiq would 

like to resolve all of these 

claims at once to avoid 

repeating the same litigation 

with other employees.   

 

Qimmiq would be willing to 

pay up to $50,000 in damages 

to cover damages for the prior 

employment of all of its tutors 

who signed non-compete 

agreements with Prevalent.  

Going forward, Qimmiq 

would agree not to hire any 

tutor who was employed by 

Prevalent within the last 

eighteen months. While 

Lancaster believes that 

eighteen months is fair, he 

would be willing to lengthen 

the non-compete’s 

applicability if he can lessen 

the amount he pays as 

damages. 

Prevalent will agree to settle 

all claims arising from 

Qimmiq’s other employees 

in breach of the non-

compete if Qimmiq: 

 

1) pays damages of at least 

$1,500 per employee, 

 

2) agrees to stop hiring 

employees who have 

worked for Qimmiq in 

the last two years, and 

 

3) agrees to a liquidated 

damages clause of at 

least $15,000 per tutor if 

Qimmiq breaks the 

agreement and hires a 

tutor who has worked 

for Prevalent within the 

last two years. 

The parties’ optimal agreement 

side-steps this issue by establishing 

a subcontractor agreement between 

Qimmiq and Prevalent.  If the 

parties enter into such an 

agreement, this point is moot 

because Prevalent will waive the 

non-compete for Qimmiq. 

 

If the parties cannot reach an 

acceptable subcontractor 

agreement, the parties are likely to 

settle on damages between $1,500–

$1,800 per employee.  Paying 

$1,500 for each employee with a 

Prevalent non-compete would cost 

Qimmiq $37,500, which is less than 

the $50,000 Qimmiq is willing to 

pay.  While Qimmiq would prefer 

the non-compete agreement to be 

effective for only 18 months instead 

of two years, the longer applicable 

time can be justified by paying less 

in damages. 

 

At $1,800 per tutor, Qimmiq would 

pay $45,000 in total damages.  It 

will be harder for Qimmiq’s 

attorneys to justify the longer, two-

year term of the non-compete 

agreement with much less than 

$5,000 in savings.  The closer the 

settlement is to $1,500 per tutor, the 

more of a win this issue is for 

Qimmiq, while Prevalent would 

prefer a settlement closer to $1,800 

per tutor (or even higher). 

 

In no case should Qimmiq agree to 

pay more than $2,000 per tutor, and 

Prevalent is not authorized to 

shorten the non-compete term to 

less than two years. 
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Issue #3: Terms of the subcontractor agreement 

Lancaster/Qimmiq Prevalent Possible Outcome 

Qimmiq has not previously 

considered the opportunity 

to enter into a subcontractor 

agreement, but the company 

is open to any agreement 

that costs less than the 

$50,000 it is willing to pay 

to resolve the claims based 

on its employment of 

Prevalent’s former 

employees. Qimmiq will not 

sign any agreement that 

gives up the Qimmiq brand, 

but it is willing to cede the 

Anchorage market to 

Prevalent for the right deal. 

 

Qimmiq currently generates 

$20,000 per year in revenue 

from Anchorage-based 

tutoring and $35,000 per 

year in revenue from Mat-

Su. Qimmiq currently pays 

$33,000 per year for student 

textbooks ($50/student 

multiplied by 660 students) 

in areas outside of 

Anchorage. Outside of 

Anchorage, Qimmiq pays 

approximately $600,000 per 

year in tutor salaries. 

 

Qimmiq’s annual revenue in 

areas other than Anchorage 

is $880,000 per year.  A 

subcontractor fee of 3% 

would cost Qimmiq 

approximately $26,400 per 

year, 3.5% would cost 

approximately $30,800, 

3.75% would cost exactly 

$33,000, and 4% would cost 

approximately $35,200. 

If Qimmiq agrees to end 

its operations in 

Anchorage, Prevalent 

would be willing to enter 

into a subcontractor 

agreement with Qimmiq. 

Under the subcontractor 

agreement, Qimmiq 

would use Prevalent 

materials and be 

permitted to employ 

tutors covered by the 

non-compete agreement. 

 

Using Prevalent materials 

would save Qimmiq 

$23,100 per year because 

the book cost would drop 

from $50/student to 

$15/student. ($15/student 

multiplied by 660 

students is $9,900).   

 

In addition, using 

Prevalent’s tutor training 

and instruction programs 

would allow Qimmiq to 

hire more inexperienced 

tutors at a cost savings. 

Prevalent projects that 

Qimmiq would be able to 

save at least 5% in total 

employment expenses if 

it became a 

subcontractor. 

 

Finally, Prevalent would 

require Qimmiq to pay an 

annual subcontractor fee 

of 3–5% of total revenue, 

with an annual minimum 

of $25,000.  

The parties can reach a subcontractor 

agreement, provided that Qimmiq 

agrees to vacate Anchorage. While 

Prevalent will likely push Qimmiq to 

also vacate Mat-Su, Qimmiq should not 

agree to do so because the loss of 

revenue from Mat-Su would not be 

covered by other savings from the 

agreement. 

 

Vacating Anchorage would cost 

Qimmiq $20,000 in annual revenue, but 

this savings would be more than offset 

by the $23,100 savings in course 

materials. 

 

Qimmiq would also have to pay a 

subcontractor fee of 3–5% of its total 

revenue. This cost would be 

counterbalanced by savings in tutor 

employment costs. Using Qimmiq’s 

estimation of 5%, these savings would 

be approximately $30,000 per year 

($600,000 in tutor salaries outside of 

Anchorage multiplied by 5%). Thus, 

based on total cost savings in materials 

and employment, Qimmiq should be 

willing to pay up to approximately 

$33,000 per year in a subcontractor fee.   

 

The $30,000 in projected employment 

savings would cover Prevalent’s 

proposed minimum of $25,000 per year, 

so Qimmiq will be unlikely to object to 

that amount.  The parties will likely 

agree to a subcontractor fee between 3–

3.75%. The closer the fee is to 3%, the 

more beneficial it is to Qimmiq; the 

closer it is to 3.75%, the more Prevalent 

benefits.  Qimmiq might be able to 

justify paying a fee that costs slightly 

more than $33,000 per year, but it is 

against Qimmiq’s interest to agree to a 

subcontractor fee greater than 4%. 
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General Information for All Parties 

John Pukak is the founder and president of Qimmiq Education Group, LLC, a privately 

held Alaska corporation, headquartered in Fairbanks. Qimmiq (pronounced “kim-mick”) is 

named after the famous Alaskan sled dog and was founded in 2002 to provide top-quality 

tutoring for students in Alaska. Qimmiq offers classes and customized one-on-one tutoring 

preparing students for a range of standardized tests—including the ACT, SAT, PSAT, and SAT 

subject tests—as well as subject tutoring for primary and secondary students.  

In 2017, Pukak decided to branch into tutoring services for graduate school entrance 

exams. In particular, Pukak was interested in providing LSAT education to increase 

opportunities for Alaskans to enter into the legal profession. As the only U.S. state without a law 

school, Alaska has fewer attorneys than all but four states, according to the ABA’s National 

Lawyer Population Survey.1  

To support the fledgling LSAT division, Pukak hired a new tutor, Tyrone Lancaster, to 

begin teaching LSAT classes. Lancaster was born and raised in Fairbanks, Alaska. After 

graduating from a California law school in May 2017, he returned to Alaska to begin a career at 

a law firm in Wasilla. In August 2017, he began working for Qimmiq while waiting for his bar 

results. He has conducted private, one-on-one tutoring for students before every offering of the 

LSAT since September 2017.  

Lancaster teaches only LSAT courses for Qimmiq, and he typically works about ten to 

fifteen hours a week in the weeks leading up to each LSAT test offering. Although Lancaster 

lives in Alaska’s second largest borough,2 Matanuska-Susitna (“Mat-Su”), the majority of his 

students are in the adjacent Anchorage Borough. He has also taught three, weekend-long “LSAT 

boot camps” in Fairbanks. These occur twice per year: once in the fall and once in the spring. 

While his work for Qimmiq in the Anchorage/Mat-Su area is exclusively one-on-one tutoring, 

these boot camps in Fairbanks are in a classroom setting, with six to ten students per session. 

Prior to being hired by Qimmiq, Lancaster previously worked as an ACT and SAT tutor 

for Prevalent Test Prep, Inc. Prevalent is a nationally renowned standardized test preparation 

company offering tutoring, on-site classes, online programs (both asynchronous and live), print 

books, and other online resources. Prevalent offers programs for more than 100 standardized 

tests, including professional licensing exams and admissions tests for secondary, post-secondary, 

and graduate schools.  

Lancaster began working for Prevalent in March 2013, in his junior year of college, while 

he was in California. His training consisted of a three-day orientation to learn how to use the 

“Prevalent Plan” to help prepare students for the ACT and SAT exams. The Prevalent Plan is a 

                                                           
1 ABA National Lawyer Population Survey 2018: Lawyer Population by State, 

American Bar Association (Nov. 30, 2018), https://www.americanbar.org/content 

/dam/aba/administrative/market_research/National_Lawyer_Population_by_State_

2018.pdf 
2 Alaska has boroughs instead of counties. 
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detailed educational system that requires tutors to use specific examples and provides tutors 

lesson plans with guidance for each minute of instruction. Lancaster continued to teach ACT and 

SAT courses with Prevalent throughout college and law school, until he left Prevalent in June 

2017. 

As part of his initial hiring with Prevalent, Lancaster signed a non-compete agreement. 

The non-compete agreement prohibits employees from: 

I. converting for personal benefit any business opportunity the employee knows or 

has reason to know that Prevalent is pursuing or would be interested in pursuing;  

II. becoming associated, directly or indirectly, with any of the Prevalent’s 

Competitors; or  

III. soliciting or accepting any business similar to that contemplated by this agreement 

from any of Prevalent's existing or prospective customers. 

The non-compete agreement defines “Competitor” to include “any organization that 

offers test-preparation classes or tutoring services for any standardized test where Prevalent also 

offers test preparation services, including but not limited to the SAT, ACT, . . . [and] LSAT.” 

The agreement further defines "becoming associated with" to include “performing any service 

for, receiving any compensation from, or holding any ownership interest in any of Prevalent’s 

Competitors.” 

The non-compete agreement states that the obligation not to compete with Prevalent 

“shall begin on the effective date of this Agreement, shall be in force for the duration of the 

Employee’s employment by Prevalent, and shall remain in force for the period of three (3) years 

from the date of the Employee’s termination from employment with Prevalent.” There is no 

express geographic limitation on the scope of the non-compete agreement. 

Prevalent has one Alaskan office, in Anchorage. Among its other test prep offerings, the 

Anchorage office typically holds four LSAT classes throughout the year, each with ten to fifteen 

students. Prevalent also offers one-on-one in-person LSAT tutoring within the Anchorage 

Borough, as well as online courses and remote web-based tutoring throughout the state.  

In late 2018, Prevalent learned of Lancaster’s employment with Qimmiq while 

conducting a study on the feasibility of expanding its LSAT offerings in Alaska. On December 

14, 2018, Kimora Jin, an in-house attorney for Prevalent, sent Lancaster a cease-and-desist letter 

demanding he immediately end his employment with Qimmiq. The letter threatened to bring an 

action against Lancaster for breach of contract if he did not comply. 

On January 4, 2019, Jin received a letter in response from an attorney hired by John 

Pukak on Lancaster’s behalf. The response accused Prevalent of attempting to “bully” Lancaster 

and Qimmiq with an “unenforceably broad” non-compete agreement. The parties spent the next 

few weeks corresponding with each other without reaching an agreement. On January 27, 2019, 

Prevalent sued Lancaster for breach of contract requesting an immediate temporary restraining 

order and a preliminary, then permanent, injunction preventing Lancaster from teaching for 

Qimmiq. 
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On February 1, 2019, a judge in the Alaska Superior Court, Third Judicial District, heard 

arguments on Prevalent’s motion for a temporary restraining order. In a brief hearing, the parties 

stipulated that the next LSAT examination was not scheduled until March 30, 2019, and that 

Lancaster was not scheduled to meet with any students until mid-February. The judge found 

there were serious and substantial questions going to the merits of the case, but there was no risk 

of irreparable harm before mid-February to justify an immediate TRO. Instead, she set a hearing 

on the preliminary injunction for February 11, 2019, and encouraged the parties to meet with 

each other to see if they could reach an agreement before the hearing. The parties have agreed to 

meet in person on February 8 or 9, 2019, to attempt to reach a negotiated settlement.

 

Confidential Information for John Pukak and Tyrone Lancaster 

 John Pukak has been anticipating a face-off like this for some time. Tyrone Lancaster 

wasn’t the first tutor Qimmiq hired with prior experience working for a big, national test 

preparation company. While Pukak never specifically looked at any of the various non-compete 

agreements the big companies use, he knew this was a potential issue. Pukak believes these 

agreements are unfair, and thinks he has a solid legal argument to avoid their application. Pukak 

has read that Alaska courts generally disfavor non-compete agreements. E.g., Wirum & Cash 

Architects v. Cash, 837 P.2d 692, 710 (Alaska 1992). 

 Still, if this were any other tutor, Pukak would probably have just encouraged the tutor to 

quit to avoid the lawsuit. Lancaster, though, is one of Qimmiq’s stand-out employees and a key 

part of Qimmiq’s LSAT program. His students regularly see big gains on the LSATs, and they 

rave about his tutoring to their friends. In addition, unlike the other LSAT tutors who work for 

Qimmiq, Lancaster is willing to make the trip to Fairbanks. When he comes to Fairbanks, 

Lancaster typically stays with his parents (saving Qimmiq the need to pay for his lodging). 

Additionally, Qimmiq is able to host the boot camps at its headquarters, which saves paying 

extra for a hotel or other venue to host the class. At $600 per student, each boot camp in 

Fairbanks brings in $4,000–6,000 in revenue. Overall expenses are minimal, consisting primarily 

of Lancaster’s pay and travel fees, plus a small amount in marketing.  

In comparison, one-on-one tutoring has a much smaller margin. Still, tutoring is the bulk 

of Qimmiq’s business in Anchorage because it’s hard for Qimmiq to compete with the national 

brands in areas where they operate. Accordingly, Pukak has identified Fairbanks as a primary 

target for LSAT expansion. As home to the University of Alaska’s flagship campus, Fairbanks 

has a relatively large population of students who are interested in test preparation for graduate 

school entrance exams. This demand, though, is relatively untapped because Fairbanks is so far 

removed from Anchorage and its larger population. Prevalent and a few other national brands 

offer in-person ACT and SAT classes in Fairbanks, but Qimmiq’s only signifcant competition 

for LSAT prep in Fairbanks is online courses. 

Pukak is also concerned about the effects of this litigation on his other employees. 

Currently, Qimmiq employs only three LSAT instructors: Lancaster, Dave Thale, and Bridgette 

Rua. Both Thale and Rua work in the Anchorage/Mat-Su area. Prior to joining Qimmiq, Rua 

worked for Prevalent as an LSAT instructor. She ended her employment with Prevalent twenty-

five months before she began working for Qimmiq.  
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Rua also received a cease-and-desist letter from Jin on January 21, 2019. Prevalent has 

not yet filed suit against her, and Qimmiq has not made any agreement to arrange representation 

for her. Of the 102 tutors currently on Qimmiq’s payroll (in all subjects), approximately twenty-

five previously worked for Prevalent and signed a non-compete agreement. 

For the March 30, 2019 test, Qimmiq currently has a total of nine LSAT students signed 

up for tutoring. Of these, four students are assigned to Lancaster, three to Rua, and two to Thale. 

If Prevalent were to obtain a preliminary injunction preventing Lancaster from teaching, Qimmiq 

would be able to reassign his students for the March test to Thale and Rua. The next LSAT test 

after March is scheduled for June 3, 2019. The June test cycle typically has more students, and it 

also includes a Fairbanks LSAT boot camp. Qimmiq would have to find new employees or turn 

away business if Lancaster were unable to work that cycle. This would be especially true if 

Prevalent was also able to obtain an injunction against Rua. 

In total, Qimmiq averages $1.2 million dollars in revenue annually and between 900–

1,000 students per year. In turn, Qimmiq pays just over $840,000 in tutor salaries and 

employment taxes; $40,000 to pay the mortgage and maintain its headquarters in Fairbanks; 

$45,000 in course books for its classes; and $145,000 per year in marketing, mileage 

reimbursement, and other expenses. Pukak pays himself a salary of $120,000 per year from the 

profit and invests the remainder in an account owned by Qimmiq. Qimmiq’s revenue and 

expenses by region break down as follows: 

2018 Financial Summary 

Region Students Revenue Tutor 

Salaries 

Books & Other 

Expenses 

Net 

Fairbanks 350 $470,000 ($300,000) ($100,000) $70,000 

Anchorage 275 $320,000 ($240,000) ($  60,000) $20,000 

Mat-Su 250 $300,000 ($225,000) ($  40,000) $35,000 

Other   60 $110,000 ($  75,000) ($  30,000) $15,000 

 

Qimmiq’s employees average $50 per hour for tutoring, which is higher than the industry 

average. Qimmiq offers limited training for employees, so it relies on hiring tutors with teaching 

experience. While many of its tutors have prior experience teaching for other test preparation 

companies, other tutors have experience as teachers or college teaching assistants. Qimmiq 

licenses books and other teaching materials from a third party. Across its different programs, 

Qimmiq’s books and materials average $50 per student. 

Qimmiq’s standard LSAT tutoring package is ten hours of one-on-one tutoring for 

$1,500. It charges $1,200 for ten hours of ACT and SAT tutoring. Many students add extra hours 

to their tutoring sessions for $100 per hour. In Fairbanks, Qimmiq also offers a variety of 

classroom options, including weekend classes, multi-weekend courses, and recurring weekday 

sessions in its headquarters offices.  

 But for the lawsuit, Lancaster would be happy to continue tutoring his current schedule. 

In the long term, Lancaster would like to reduce the number of hours he spends tutoring as his 
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law firm responsibilities increase. He enjoys teaching the classes in Fairbanks, though, which 

pays well, does not require an ongoing time commitment, and allows him to visit his parents.  

 Pukak hopes to maintain Lancaster’s services as a tutor, especially in Fairbanks. At the 

very least, Pukak would like Prevalent to agree that Lancaster’s tutoring services in Fairbanks do 

not violate the non-compete agreement. If Prevalent insists on proceeding with the action against 

Lancaster, Pukak would be open to exploring the possibility of settling the case by reimbursing 

Prevalent for damages caused by Lancaster’s alleged breach of the non-compete agreement. He 

thinks a lump sum payment of $10,000 would be a sufficient number, although he would be 

willing to go as high as $15,000. Any agreement involving payments by Qimmiq would have to 

permit Pukak Lancaster to continue teaching in both Fairbanks and the Anchorage/Mat-Su area. 

  Pukak would also be very interested in some sort of broader solution that addresses the 

other Qimmiq tutors who previously worked for Prevalent. If Prevalent were willing to agree not 

to pursue action against any of Qimmiq’s current employees for violation of the non-compete 

agreement, Pukak would be willing to make a one-time payment of up to $50,000 and agree not 

to hire any future tutors who have worked for Prevalent in the eighteen months prior to their 

hiring by Qimmiq. While Lancaster Pukak believes eighteen months is a fair amount of time for 

the non-compete to apply, he would be willing to let the non-compete agreement stay valid for 

longer if he could pay less than $50,000. The more money he saves, the longer he would be 

willing to extend the duration of the non-compete agreement. 

Pukak is willing to fund the full cost of litigation if Prevalent refuses to let Lancaster 

teach LSAT courses in Fairbanks. So long as Prevalent permits Lancaster to continue teaching in 

Fairbanks, Lancaster and Pukak would be willing to accept an agreement precluding Lancaster 

teaching in the Anchorage Borough, with no monetary damages assessed and each side paying 

its own legal fees. Beyond that, Pukak and Lancaster hope you will be creative in thinking of 

other solutions to resolve this issue to create mutual gain for all parties. Lancaster Pukak will not 

agree to anything that costs him more than $50,000. While he is open to ceding Anchorage to 

Prevalent, he is unwilling to agree to a settlement that prevents him from operating Qimmiq-

branded tutoring in other areas of Alaska. 

 Lancaster and Pukak are leaving the negotiation to your discretion and will agree to 

anything in their best interests. You may provide additional, non-self-serving information and 

details consistent with the facts as stated above and in the General Information.  

 

Confidential Information for Prevalent Test Prep, Inc.  

 Within Prevalent’s offices, General Counsel Kimora Jin has earned the nickname of “The 

Enforcer” for her work in holding former employees accountable to their non-compete 

agreements. Before she arrived at the company, Prevalent had taken a laissez-faire approach to 

these contracts, relying on the existence of the non-compete alone to dissuade employees from 

leaving for greener pastures. Over the last four years, though, Jin has made it a regular practice to 

seek out violators of the non-compete agreement and arrange for local counsel to enforce the 

contracts if the former employees do not respond to her cease-and-desist letters. 
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 This has become more of a priority for Prevalent because of an increase in new 

competitors entering the market. Prevalent’s key advantages in test preparation are its market 

penetration, brand awareness, and systemic approach to training. Social media and internet 

marketing, however, have lowered the entry costs for smaller companies to compete with 

Prevalent. Typically, due to savings on overhead, these competitors can afford to set their rates 

lower than Prevalent’s and pay their tutors more.  

 Prevalent starts new tutors off at $20 per hour. It relies primarily on college and graduate 

students to teach most of its classes. Many of Prevalent’s new hires are inexperienced, but 

Prevalent invests in training these tutors to use the Prevalent Plan. The Prevalent Plan is created 

by teaching experts at Prevalent’s main office and is rigorously designed to respond to trends in 

each individual standardized test. The use of the Prevalent Plan’s structured curriculum allows 

Prevalent to reduce its employment costs by allowing it to hire inexperienced tutors, but 

development of the Prevalent Plan and the training of new employees are significant costs for 

Prevalent. To prevent its employees from taking this training and immediately leaving the 

company to seek higher wages, Prevalent insists on the use of a non-compete agreement. 

 Prevalent learned of Lancaster’s employment while conducting a study on the feasibility 

of expanding its operations in Alaska. That study identified Qimmiq as one of the potential 

competitors in the market. In reviewing Qimmiq’s LSAT website, Prevalent found a feature on 

Tyrone Lancaster identifying his prior experience working for “a nationally recognized test 

preparation company.” Upon further investigation, Prevalent learned Lancaster was a prior 

employee of the company whose employment ended fewer than two years ago. As a result, his 

name was forwarded to Jin to enforce the non-compete contract.  

 In addition, the study concluded the only area in Alaska where it made sense to expand 

was Matanuska-Susitna (“Mat-Su”) Borough. Mat-Su is Alaska’s fastest growing borough, and 

much of the population is within fifty miles of downtown Anchorage. While Prevalent currently 

provides in-person and classroom tutoring in Anchorage, it does not provide any services in the 

adjacent Mat-Su area. The study recommended Prevalent expand its Anchorage office to 

accommodate additional tutoring offerings in Mat-Su. The study also looked at expanding 

operations in the area around Fairbanks, but it concluded expansion would not be economical 

because of its distance from Anchorage and the smaller population base to draw customers from. 

If it did expand into Fairbanks, though, the study found Prevalent could expect to have thirty to 

forty LSAT students per year in Fairbanks. 

 From a legal perspective, Jin believes there is a good chance Prevalent will be able to 

enforce the non-compete agreement. That said, Jin recognizes there are some weaknesses in the 

non-compete agreement Prevalent uses. For one, there is no geographic limitation. In addition, 

the three-year length of the non-compete is likely longer than could be enforced. Jin also has 

concerns about whether the non-compete will apply to Lancaster, given he only taught ACT and 

SAT courses for Prevalent but exclusively teaches LSAT courses for Qimmiq.  

Fortunately, Alaska courts do not automatically void a non-compete agreement upon 

finding the agreement to be overbroad. Instead, the court can amend the agreement if it finds (1) 

the agreement can be reasonably altered to make it enforceable and (2) the original agreement 

was drafted in good faith. See Data Mgmt. Inc. v. Greene, 757 P.2d 62, 64 (Alaska 1988). In this 
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case, Lancaster started working for Qimmiq just three months after leaving Prevalent and 

competes directly with Prevalent for customers in Anchorage. Jin believes Prevalent should be 

able to demonstrate the reasonableness of a non-compete agreement covering at least the first 

year after employment. Even if the court amends the term of the non-compete down to a shorter 

time period than the three years stated in the contract, Lancaster’s employment would almost 

certainly still be covered. 

Jin’s primary goal in filing suit for the breach of the non-compete agreement was to get 

Lancaster to agree to stop teaching for Qimmiq.  If he agrees to stop teaching in Anchorage, she 

would agree to waive damages and let each side pay its own attorneys’ fees. She would prefer to 

also get Lancaster out of Mat-Su, as well, but she would be willing to waive damages and settle 

without extracting that concession. Prevalent has no objection to Lancaster working in Fairbanks. 

If Lancaster wants to continue working for Qimmiq in Anchorage, Jin will insist on payment of 

damages for the breach of the non-compete. She would be willing to settle for a payment of 

$12,000, but would prefer something closer to $20,000. 

Jin is aware of at least one other former Prevalent employee who currently works for 

Qimmiq: LSAT instructor Bridgitte Rua. Rua began her employment tutoring for LSAT with 

Qimmiq twenty-five months after she stopped teaching LSAT courses for Prevalent. While Jin 

sent Rua a cease-and-desist letter, Jin believes it is unlikely that a court would enforce the non-

compete for employment that started more than two years after her employment with Prevalent 

ended. 

If Qimmiq wants to discuss a resolution that addresses these other employees, Prevalent 

would be willing to agree to permit Qimmiq’s other employees with non-compete agreements to 

continue working for Qimmiq, provided that Qimmiq: (1) pays damages of at least $1,500 per 

employee, (2) agrees to stop hiring employees who have worked for Qimmiq in the last two 

years, and (3) agrees to a liquidated damages clause of at least $15,000 per tutor if Qimmiq 

breaks the agreement and makes a future hire of a tutor who has worked for Prevalent within the 

last two years. 

One other point of consideration is the possibility of a sub-contracting agreement with 

Qimmiq. While Prevalent has never used a sub-contractor for LSAT education in the U.S., it has, 

on occasion, contracted with local providers in other countries to allow them to use Prevalent 

materials in areas where the company has no intention of expanding. Jin has obtained permission 

to offer such an agreement to Qimmiq for coverage of the Fairbanks area, and potentially Mat-Su 

as well. Prevalent is unwilling to enter into a sub-contractor agreement if Qimmiq continues to 

operate in the Anchorage Borough.  

 Under a sub-contractor agreement, Qimmiq would pay a percentage of its total revenue to 

Prevalent. In exchange, Prevalent would exempt Qimmiq from the non-compete restrictions and 

allow Qimmiq to purchase materials from Prevalent at a reduced cost. On average, across all 

subjects, the cost per student for books and materials for Qimmiq would be $15 per student. In 

addition, Prevalent would list Qimmiq’s classes on its website and let students sign up for 

Qimmiq classes online through the website. Qimmiq classes would still be offered under the 

Qimmiq brand, but they would use Prevalent materials. The agreement would also include a 

license allowing Qimmiq to use the Prevalent Plan. Based on its experience with other sub-
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contractors, Prevalent predicts Qimmiq would be able to save at least 5% in tutor employment 

costs by using the Prevalent Plan. 

 Prevalent would like to set the fee for the sub-contractor agreement at 5% of Qimmiq’s 

total revenue, with a $25,000 per year minimum. Prevalent could go as low as 3% of Qimmiq’s 

total revenue (maintaining the $25,000 per year minimum), but it would prefer to keep the 

reimbursement closer to 5%. Prevalent wants to get Qimmiq out of Anchorage and Mat-Su, but it 

would consider allowing Qimmiq to remain in Mat-Su. It has no objection to Qimmiq continuing 

to work in Fairbanks or other areas of Alaska.  

 Jin hopes you will be creative in thinking of other solutions to resolve this issue. Unless 

you can work out an agreement for Qimmiq to become a sub-contractor of Prevalent, Prevalent is 

unwilling to accept an agreement permitting Lancaster to continue to teach LSAT courses in the 

Anchorage or Mat-Su boroughs without appropriate compensation. While it would prefer to 

prevent Lancaster from teaching in Mat-Su or Fairbanks as well, Prevalent recognizes it probably 

cannot extend the non-compete agreement into areas where it does not provide competing, in-

person services.  

 Jin is leaving the negotiation to your discretion and will agree to anything in Prevalent’s 

best interests. You may provide additional, non-self-serving information and details consistent 

with the facts as stated above and in the General Information.  



2018-19 Negotiation Finals Clarification Questions & Reponses 

General Facts 

General Facts, Rd 1, p 1: Is Storm a news anchor or a weather anchor?  The facts state that he is 
"weekday morning news anchor (Page 1, paragraph 5) /  / 
 

A: Storm is a weather anchor. 
 

General Facts, Rd 1, p3-4: The chief meteorologist in Harrietsburg is never identified, correct? He or she 

works above Dave Wolke but we never learn his/her identity? Gale was offered a “weather anchor 

position in Harrietsburg” and the “Harrietsburg’s chief meteorologist is rumored to be retiring in 3-5 

years," so we wanted to clarify that there was someone above Wolke. This helps frame Gale's hiring and 

her potential ascendance into the chief meteorologist role in a few years 

 

A: Wolke was a weather anchor.  He was not Harrietsburg’s chief meteorologist. 



2018-19 Negotiation Finals Clarification Questions & Reponses 

Monsoon/Prevalent Confidential Facts 
 

Monsoon/Prevalent Confidential Facts, Rd 1, p2: At the bottom of page 2, the facts say that Mike would 

be willing to accept a salary lower than $110,000 if he could "cover his outstanding debts"  It is unclear 

how much the outstanding debts are.   The top of page 2 says he spent $30,000 for adoption costs, lost 

$10,000 on the apartment, and his husband lost money on his salary.   However, it not clear if these are 

all debts. Certainly loss of salary is not a debt.  The other two expenses could be debts if he got a loan, 

but he could have paid them all out of pocket.  It does not indicate if he got a loan.    How much debt 

does Mike have? 

A: The beginning of this sentence should read: “If Uptown Media were willing to 

increase that payment to allow help him to cover his outstanding debts.” 

 

Monsoon/Prevalent Confidential Facts, Rd 2, p5: The second line from the bottom on page 5 of the 

confidential information for Prevalent appears to have a typo: in "(2) agrees to stop hiring employees 

who have worked for Qimmiq in the last two years," Qimmiq should be replaced by Prevalent. 

 

A:  Strike “Qimmiq” and replace with “Prevalent.” 

 



2018-19 Negotiation Finals Clarification Questions & Reponses 

Uptown Media/Lancaster Confidential Facts 
 

Uptown Media/Lancaster Confidential Facts, Rd  1, p1: We would like a clarification regarding this 

statement: /  / "Betsy Schechter, regional vice-president for Uptown Media’s holdings in Sequoyah and 

four other states" /  / We know from the confidential facts that three of the four are Missouri, 

Tennessee, and Sequoya. What is the fourth state? 

A: That information is not available. 

Uptown Media/Lancaster Confidential Facts, Rd 1, p2: The Memphis role is for a chief meteorologist and 

the Missouri role is for a chief meteorologist and news director. While the descriptions include different 

responsibilities and duties, the facts do not seem to indicate a difference in salary. Can we consider the 

two roles as being identical in terms of compensation?  /  

A: All required salary information is contained in the confidential information for 

Uptown Media. 

Uptown Media/Lancaster Confidential Facts, Rd 1, p2: Who is the journalism job intended for at 

Missouri University - Storm or Clarke? It seems like it could apply to both but we didn't want to add self-

serving information.  

A: That information is not available. 

Uptown Media/Lancaster Confidential Facts, Rd 2, p6: Para. 1 & 2 Pg. 6:  This page repeatedly states that 

Pukak/Lancaster would only be willing to make a “one time payment” and uses the word “lump sum 

payment”. Does this mean our client will not be open to a payment schedule even if its in their best 

interest? Ie. Time value of money and/or tax considerations? 

A: All required information is contained in the confidential information.  

Uptown Media/Lancaster Confidential Facts, Rd 2, p6: My question is in reference to the quotation 

below: /  / "While Lancaster believes eighteen months is a fair amount of time for the non-compete to 

apply, he would be willing to let the non-compete agreement stay valid for longer if he could pay less 

than $50,000... Lancaster will not agree to anything that costs him more than $50,000." /  / We are 

seeking clarification about who would be paying the 50,000 in settlement. Is this correct to say that 

Lancaster, who is the employee of Pukak, is willing to agree to a settlement of at most 50,000 dollars. Or 

should it read Pukak is willing to pay 50,000? 

A: See answer below.  

Uptown Media/Lancaster Confidential Facts, Rd  2, p6: 1. Para. 1 pg. 6: Is the amount maximum of 

money that can be offered in this paragraph ($15,000) to settle the non-compete agreement issue only 

referring to Pukak or Lancaster?  Essentially, who is responsible for deciding the maximum amount 

spent for the “lump sum” payment? We are assuming it is Pukak please correct us if we are wrong. 

A: See answer below.  



Uptown Media/Lancaster Confidential Facts, Rd 2, p6: Para. 2 pg. 6:  There are also conflicting names & 

responsibilities in this paragraph. /  / For example, “Pukak would be willing to make a one-time payment 

of up to $50,000…”  /  / but the same paragraph later states: /  / “ Lancaster believes 18 months is a fair 

amount of time for the non-compete to apply, he would be willing to let the non-compete stay valid for 

longer if he could pay less than $50,000..” /  / “Lancaster will not agree to pay anything more than 

$50,000? /  / For the purposes of the competition who has the authority to decide the maximum 

amount to be paid for an agreement not to pursue any Prevalent employees?  /  

A: See answer below.  

Uptown Media/Lancaster Confidential Facts, Rd 2, p6: When the confidential facts say “Lancaster will 

not agree to anything that costs him more than $50,000” (page 6 paragraph 4), is Lancaster the one 

making the settlement payment or is Pukak?  /  / 

A: See answer below.  

Uptown Media/Lancaster Confidential Facts, Rd 2, p6: In the full third  paragraphs on page six, it seems 

unclear as to whom the the pronoun "he" refers, particular sentences of the paragraph. Does "he" refer 

to Lancaster or Pukak?  /  

A: See answer below.  

Uptown Media/Lancaster Confidential Facts, Rd 2, p6: It appears there are some name mistakes 

throughout page 6, specifically in the first and third full paragraphs. The first full paragraph reads "would 

have to permit Pukak to keep teaching in both Fairbanks and Anchorage." Should this say Lancaster?  / 

The third paragraph says "Lancaster will not agree to anything that costs him more than $50,000." 

Should this say Pukak?  

A: Lancaster will not make any monetary payments.  Any costs agreed to by the 

parties will be paid by Pukak. The final four paragraphs of the Lancaster/Pukak’s 

Confidential Information should read as follows: 

 Pukak hopes to maintain Lancaster’s services as a tutor, especially in Fairbanks. At the 

very least, Pukak would like Prevalent to agree that Lancaster’s tutoring services in Fairbanks do 

not violate the non-compete agreement. If Prevalent insists on proceeding with the action against 

Lancaster, Pukak would be open to exploring the possibility of settling the case by reimbursing 

Prevalent for damages caused by Lancaster’s alleged breach of the non-compete agreement. He 

thinks a lump sum payment of $10,000 would be a sufficient number, although he would be 

willing to go as high as $15,000. Any agreement involving payments by Qimmiq would have to 

permit Pukak Lancaster to continue teaching in both Fairbanks and the Anchorage/Mat-Su area. 

  Pukak would also be very interested in some sort of broader solution that addresses the 

other Qimmiq tutors who previously worked for Prevalent. If Prevalent were willing to agree not 

to pursue action against any of Qimmiq’s current employees for violation of the non-compete 

agreement, Pukak would be willing to make a one-time payment of up to $50,000 and agree not 

to hire any future tutors who have worked for Prevalent in the eighteen months prior to their 

hiring by Qimmiq. While Lancaster Pukak believes eighteen months is a fair amount of time for 

the non-compete to apply, he would be willing to let the non-compete agreement stay valid for 



longer if he could pay less than $50,000. The more money he saves, the longer he would be 

willing to extend the duration of the non-compete agreement. 

Pukak is willing to fund the full cost of litigation if Prevalent refuses to let Lancaster 

teach LSAT courses in Fairbanks. So long as Prevalent permits Lancaster to continue teaching in 

Fairbanks, Lancaster and Pukak would be willing to accept an agreement precluding Lancaster 

teaching in the Anchorage Borough, with no monetary damages assessed and each side paying 

its own legal fees. Beyond that, Pukak and Lancaster hope you will be creative in thinking of 

other solutions to resolve this issue to create mutual gain for all parties. Lancaster Pukak will not 

agree to anything that costs him more than $50,000. While he is open to ceding Anchorage to 

Prevalent, he is unwilling to agree to a settlement that prevents him from operating Qimmiq-

branded tutoring in other areas of Alaska. 

Lancaster and Pukak are leaving the negotiation to your discretion and will agree to 

anything in their best interests. You may provide additional, non-self-serving information and 

details consistent with the facts as stated above and in the General Information. 
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These tables summarize each party’s goals and priorities for the negotiation, highlighting 

the areas for potential agreement and disagreement. The tables are provided first for quick 

reference. The problem provided to the teams follows. 

 

Issue #1: Waiver of the facial hair grooming standards and use of alternative mask  

Kapoor Campbell County Jail Possible Outcome 

Kapoor will not settle unless he 

receives an accommodation that 

lets him grow out a beard and 

return to work.   

 

If the Jail makes this 

accommodation, Kapoor believes 

that he has found an alternative 

mask. He can create an effective 

seal, even with his beard, using an 

Avon NH-15 gas mask.  

Alternatively, he believes that he 

can form an effective seal with the 

M15 if he is allowed to slather his 

face with Vaseline before donning 

the mask. 

 

If the Jail permits him to use an 

alternative mask, Kapoor would be 

willing to pay out-of-pocket to 

purchase and maintain it. He is also 

willing to sign a waiver of liability 

for injuries caused by his non-

standard mask or donning process. 

 

Kapoor would also like to have the 

opportunity to work with the Rapid 

Response Unit (RRU), but this is 

not a deal-breaker. Kapoor will 

agree to a resolution that does not 

to let him work for the RRU. 

The Jail’s primary 

concern is the safety of 

Kapoor and the other 

COs.  If Kapoor can 

demonstrate that he can 

form an acceptable seal 

with an alternative mask, 

the Jail will be willing to 

make the requested 

accommodation on facial 

hair grooming. 

 

The Jail is willing to 

permit Kapoor to use a 

custom mask, but he 

cannot serve on the RRU 

unless he can form a seal 

with the standard issue 

mask. 

 

The Jail is unwilling to 

pay for the non-standard 

mask.  If Kapoor wants it, 

he must pay to purchase 

and maintain it.  The Jail 

will also require him to 

sign a waiver releasing the 

Jail from liability for 

injuries caused by his non-

standard mask or donning 

process. 

The parties are likely to agree to 

granting the accommodation 

and allowing Kapoor to 

continue working, even with a 

beard. 

 

If Kapoor uses his alternative 

mask, he will have to give up 

on being part of the RRU, pay 

for the mask out of pocket, and 

pay to upkeep it. 

 

If Kapoor elects to use the 

Vaseline method, he may be 

able to form a seal with the 

M15 and keep the RRU as a 

possibility. Since it’s unclear 

whether he can form the seal, 

the parties may enter into a 

provisional agreement, where 

Kapoor will use the M15 unless 

the Vaseline doesn’t work. In 

that case, he’ll pay for the Avon 

NH-15 out of pocket and settle 

for not being on the RRU.   

 

In any of these outcomes, 

Kapoor will agree to sign the 

required liability waiver, but he 

can make the Jail work for it.   
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Issue #2: Monetary compensation  

Kapoor Campbell County Jail Possible Outcome 

At the start of his unpaid 

suspension, Kapoor had three days 

of leave available.  He has missed a 

total of eight days on unpaid 

suspension. 

 

Kapoor is not able to easily absorb 

the lost income, and he would like 

the Jail to retroactively change the 

unpaid suspensions to paid 

suspensions and reimburse him in 

full.  Failing that, he would like to 

be able to use his three existing 

vacation days and advance future 

vacation days to cover the 

remaining five days he was unpaid 

while on suspension. The total 

value of Kapoor’s salary for these 

eight days is $1920. 

 

Kapoor is also seeking $15,000 in 

damages for loss of his civil rights.  

He is willing to reduce these 

damages provided the Jail: 

 

1) Grants his accommodation 

request and permits him to 

return to work, 

 

2) Reimburses him (or allows him 

to advance vacation time) for 

the days he lost during his 

unpaid suspension, and  

 

3) Agrees to pay at least his 

attorneys’ fees.   

 

Kapoor can be flexible on the 

amount of the compensation 

package, but his most important 

goal is the granting of the 

accommodation.  His secondary 

goal is to be reimbursed for his lost 

wages and attorneys’ fees. 

The Jail is authorized to 

spend up to $3500 in 

damages to resolve Kapoor’s 

claims.  In addition, the Jail 

can advance the vacation 

days to cover the amount of 

time he lost while on unpaid 

suspension, worth an 

additional $1920. 

 

While the Jail is authorized 

to pay the full $3500 cash 

amount and advance enough 

vacation days to cover the 

whole period of unpaid 

suspension, it does not want 

to reward Kapoor for being 

insubordinate.  It will seek to 

keep the total damages paid 

low and restrict Kapoor to 

using only the three days he 

has already accrued instead 

of advancing him five more. 

In order to cover his 

attorneys’ fees (see next 

issue summary), Kapoor 

needs to make at least 

$2675 in total compensation 

(including both cash and 

vacation compensation). 

 

The parties both have 

freedom to be flexible about 

seeking more money in cash 

or more money in vacation 

time.  The overall value of 

both forms of compensation 

will likely end up 

somewhere between $2675-

$5000.  The closer it is to 

$5000, the better the 

outcome is for Kapoor. 

Kapoor should not accept a 

number lower than $2675 

(so he can pay his 

attorneys).  

 

The closer the final 

settlement number is to 

$3000, the more beneficial 

the settlement is for the Jail.  

The Jail should not agree to 

pay anything higher than 

$3500 in cash, $1920 in 

vacation compensation, or 

$5420 in aggregate. 
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Issue #3: Payment of Kapoor’s attorneys  

Kapoor Campbell County Jail Possible Outcome 

Kapoor has signed a 

contingent fee agreement with 

his attorneys. His attorneys are 

reimbursed at the rate of $250 

per hour and have already 

spent 10.7 billable hours 

preparing for the negotiation 

($2,675 in total fees at the start 

of the negotiation).  The 

attorneys will be compensated 

based on the larger of 1) their 

$250 hourly rate multiplied by 

the total hours worked, 2) 40% 

of the total recovery minus 

costs, or 3) the complete 

amount of attorneys’ fees 

awarded to Kapoor under a 

fee-shifting verdict. Kapoor’s 

attorneys have agreed to waive 

compensation for their time 

during the negotiation itself, 

provided the negotiation is 

successful. 

 

The attorneys are willing to 

waive reimbursement of costs 

if Kapoor is successful in 

reaching a resolution that pays 

his attorneys under one of the 

three options above. 

 

In calculating the value of 

Kapoor’s recovery, he and his 

attorneys have stipulated that 

his salary and benefits 

combined are worth about 

$30/hour.  If the attorneys’ 

compensation is based on the 

amount recovered by Kapoor, 

they will receive 40% of $30 

dollars for every hour of 

unpaid leave time that Kapoor 

is compensated for, regardless 

of whether he is charged leave. 

The Jail has no particular stake in 

how Kapoor divides his 

settlement money if an agreement 

is reached.  The Jail’s only 

constraints are that it 1) cannot 

pay more than $3500, total, in 

cash and 2) can only pay another 

$1920 in advanced and accrued 

vacation days to reimburse 

Kapoor for lost wages while 

suspended. 

 

If Kapoor can reach an agreement 

on these terms that allows him to 

pay his attorneys, the Jail will 

leave divvying up the settlement 

amount to Kapoor and his 

attorneys. 

Any settlement reached by 

Kapoor must include at least 

$2675 to cover the fees paid 

to Kapoor’s attorneys. 

 

If this case is resolved in a 

settlement, there will be no 

court-ordered fee shifting 

and the only options for 

payment of Kapoor’s 

attorneys would be 1) for 

Kapoor to pay the hourly rate 

($2675 at the start of the 

negotiation) or 2) for Kapoor 

to pay 40% of total recovery. 

The Jail is limited to paying 

a total of $5420 in total 

compensation ($1920 in 

leave days plus $3500 in 

cash).  Kapoor’s attorneys’ 

maximum compensation will 

be set by the stated minimum 

amount ($2675) because 

forty percent of $5420 is less 

than $2675. Accordingly, 

under the terms of Kapoor’s 

agreement with his attorneys, 

option one—payment of 

their hourly fees to date—

must be the formula for 

determining the amount of 

fees owed).  
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Rounds 3–5: General Information 

Note that this information applies to three different negotiation problems so that the competitors 

may prepare in advance. Not all of the information contained in this General Information will be 

relevant to all three negotiations.  

The Campbell County1 Jail (“the Jail”) is a medium security institution located in 

Montpelier, Tennessee.2 Campbell County has a population of 238,000 people, making it the 

third largest county in Tennessee. Oversight of the jail is the responsibility of jail administrator 

Glen Cleaver. The position of jail administrator is a nonpolitical civil service position, and 

Cleaver reports directly to the Campbell County Sheriff, an elected position. The ranking 

uniformed officer in the Jail is Captain Lee Brown. Captain Brown reports directly to Cleaver, 

and all other correctional officers (“COs”) report, directly or indirectly, to Captain Brown. 

The Jail is divided into three wings, two for male prisoners and one for female prisoners. 

The two male wings hold up to 350 inmates each (or 700 total), and the female wing holds up to 

400 inmates; the maximum incarcerated population is 1100. The Jail currently has a total 

prisoner population of 836 prisoners (612 men and 224 women). 

Almost all inmates at the Jail are awaiting trial, although some defendants with short 

incarcerations serve their entire sentence at the Jail without transfer to a state prison. While 

inmates are facing a wide variety of charges, the most common are unlawful use of a weapon 

(175 inmates), probation violations (163 inmates), and possession of a controlled substance (117 

inmates). 

The Jail currently has 106 employees, seventy-eight of whom hold the position of CO. 

COs are typically hired as a CO-I and, based on seniority and performance, can eventually be 

promoted as high as CO-V. Supervisory responsibilities typically begin at the grade of CO-III. 

At this level, COs are typically given the additional duties of shift supervisor or team leader for 

certain shifts, although they will also have shifts without any additional supervisory 

responsibilities. There is no union to represent COs at the Jail. 

The Jail only has one CO-V position authorized, and it is currently held by Captain 

Brown. COs who reach the grade of CO-IV are given the rank of Sergeant, and senior officers 

within the grade of CO-IV are given the rank of Lieutenant. The county limits the total number 

of CO-IV positions at the Jail to fifteen. Each wing of the jail has five CO-IV positions. Four of 

these CO-IV positions are at the rank of Sergeant. The fifth CO-IV—typically the most senior 

CO—is given the rank of Lieutenant and additional supervisory responsibilities. In each wing, 

Jail policy requires at least one CO-IV to be on duty at all times. 

COs are responsible for ensuring the safety of the public, inmates, and fellow jail 

employees by supervising the movement of inmates, conducting periodic counts of inmates, and 

monitoring inmates during recreational and religious activities. COs also inspect housing units 

for health and safety, and periodically search inmates and their living quarters for contraband. 

                                                           
1 Not a real county in Tennessee. 
2 Not a real city. 
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When inmates are transported to court, medical appointments, or other predetermined locations, 

COs escort or directly transport them. Additionally, all COs are responsible for preparing and 

submitting reports on inmate violations of correctional facility rules, unusual inmate behaviors, 

and inmate security breaches or failures. 

COs work eight- or twelve-hour shifts. There are two day shifts: from 6:00 am until 2:00 

pm and from noon until 8:00 pm. The night shift runs from 7:00 pm until 7:00 am. During each 

shift, there are teams for each wing, as well as a rapid response unit (RRU). The RRU is 

available to supplement the teams in each wing and respond to any emergency situation. Each 

wing has a shift supervisor and the RRU has a team leader. These supervisory roles are typically 

given to a CO-III or CO-IV. 

Cleaver, as jail administrator, is accountable for all administrative responsibilities of the 

prison, including hiring, firing, and promoting COs. Captain Brown is responsible for the day-to-

day supervision of all COs, including setting policies and supervising the lieutenants in creating 

staffing rosters. 
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Figure: Jail Administrative Hierarchy 

 

Upon arriving for a shift, COs are required to electronically log their presence at the Jail 

entrance by scanning their Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) card and manually signing a 

paper entry-and-exit record. Once they have electronically logged in at the entry, COs pass 

through the entry-egress point and a metal detector. After proceeding through the metal detector, 

COs are considered within the “security envelope.” From here, COs must go down a hallway to 

the central observation room and report to the supervisor on duty to receive their shift duty 

assignment. After receiving their duty assignments, COs pick up necessary equipment, including 

keys and radios, from the equipment issue room before heading to their assigned duty location. 

The Jail has manual time-punch machines in all three wings and the RRU control room. 

COs are only permitted to clock in for their shifts when they reach their assigned duty location. 

The entire process between entering the security envelope and clocking in at the assigned duty 
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location typically takes less than ten minutes. On some days, though, it may take longer if a line 

has formed for any of the required activities. Upon completing their shifts, COs are expected to 

clock out at their place of duty and then report back to the central observation room to return 

their equipment and then exit the security envelope. This exiting process typically takes between 

five to ten minutes per shift. 

In addition to the Jail’s internal policies, the administration’s employment decisions are 

also governed by federal, state, and local laws. Tennessee’s Equal Access to Intrastate 

Commerce Act provides: 

No local government shall by ordinance, resolution, or any other means impose on 

or make applicable to any person an anti-discrimination practice, standard, 

definition, or provision that shall deviate from, modify, supplement, add to, change, 

or vary in any manner from: 

(A) The definition of "discriminatory practices" in § 4-21-102 or deviate from, 

modify, supplement, add to, change, or vary any term used in such definition and 

also as defined in such section; or 

(B) Other types of discrimination recognized by state law but only to the extent 

recognized by the state. 

Tenn. Code Ann. § 7-51-1802 (2017). While the text of the statute specifically exempts rules and 

policies applying only to local government employees, the Campbell County Council enacted its 

own ordinance prohibiting “any political subdivision or office within Campbell County” from 

“enacting any employment policy that advantages or protects any sub-group of employees above 

any other group, except to the extent that state or federal employment discrimination laws 

identify protected classifications.” Campbell County Ord. § 74-101 (2015). 

Tennessee also has a state Religious Freedom Restoration Act preventing the government 

from “substantially burden[ing] a person's free exercise of religion unless it demonstrates that 

application of the burden to the person is: (1) Essential to further a compelling governmental 

interest; and (2) The least restrictive means of furthering that compelling governmental interest.” 

Tenn. Code Ann. § 4-1-407 (2017).  

COs at the Jail are also bound by the standards contained in the Jail’s Employee 

Handbook, which provide: 

Section 3, Overtime Compensation 

(1) Generally. Employees may not work overtime unless authorized in advance by 

a supervisor. Arriving early and staying late without permission is prohibited. 

Your supervisor will try to give you reasonable notice when the need for 

overtime arises. 

 

(2) Compensation. Overtime shall be compensated in accordance with the 

guidelines established by the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) of 1936, as 

amended. Overtime wages shall be earned at the rate of time-and-a-half for each 
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full hour earned in excess of the work period. Correctional Officers, as law 

enforcement employees, are not entitled to overtime until they have worked in 

excess of 86 hours during a 14-day pay period, as provided by the exemption 

7k of the FLSA. 

 

(3) Mandatory Overtime. When required by operational or safety requirements, 

correctional officers may be compelled to work overtime shifts. The primary 

responsibility of correctional officers is to maintain a safe environment in the 

Jail. Accordingly, correctional officers must be relieved by another officer 

before leaving their posts. If not, they must maintain their posts until a 

replacement arrives or they are relieved, which may require overtime.  

Campbell County Jail Employee Handbook, § 3. 

Section 7, Grooming Standards 

A clean and professional appearance is required for uniformity and officer safety. 

All correctional officers will present a neat, professional, and well-groomed 

appearance while on duty.  

(1) Haircuts, Generally. All correctional officers will keep their hair clean, neatly 

trimmed, and combed. Hair must be styled in such a manner so it does not 

interfere with uniform headgear or any specialized equipment. Braids, 

cornrows, dreadlocks, or similar styles are not authorized.  

 

(2) Male Haircuts. Male correctional officer haircuts will present a tapered 

appearance. Length of hair shall not exceed three inches from the scalp at its 

longest point. The hair at the rear and bottom of the neck shall be shaved with 

a razor so it does not touch the collar of the uniform shirt. 

 

(3) Female Haircuts. Female officers are permitted to wear hair styles longer than 

three inches from the scalp, provided the officer complies with one of the 

following standards: 

 

a. Short Hair. Hairstyles that do not extend beyond the lower edge of the 

collar (in all uniforms) are authorized. Short styles may fall naturally 

when in uniform and are not required to be secured.  

 

b. Long Hair. Long hair is defined as hair length that extends beyond the 

lower edge of the collar. While in uniform, long hair will be neatly and 

inconspicuously fasted in a bun style off the collar. Hairpins are not 

authorized. 

 

(4) Facial Hair. Male correctional officers will keep their faces clean-shaven when 

on duty. Mustaches, however, are permitted. If worn, males will keep 

mustaches neatly trimmed, tapered, and tidy. Mustaches must not cover the 

upper lip or extend beyond the edges of an officer’s mouth. 
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Campbell County Jail Employee Handbook, § 7. The employee handbook was last amended in 

January 2016. 

 COs at the Jail are given performance reviews twice every year. COs can receive one of 

four potential evaluations: Excels, Above Average, Adequate, or Needs Improvement. If a CO 

has two “Needs Improvement” evaluations over eighteen months or three “Needs Improvement” 

evaluations in four years, the Jail may take adverse actions against the employee, to include 

reduction in grade, mandatory re-training, or even termination of employment. While the Jail 

does not have an official quota or mandatory mean for performance evaluations, supervisors are 

instructed to use a 20/40/40 approach. About twenty percent of evaluations should be Excels, 

forty percent should be “Above Average,” and forty percent should be “Adequate” (or “Needs 

Improvement,” where merited). 

 

Round 3: Confidential Information for Arjun Singh Kapoor  

Arjun Singh Kapoor is a Correctional Officer (“CO”) at the Campbell County Jail (“the 

Jail”). He was hired as a CO-I in 2014 and reached the grade of CO-II in August 2015. He is 

currently suspended for failing to abide by the Jail’s grooming standards. 

Kapoor belongs to the Sikh religion. Sikhs believe religious truths were revealed by a 

series of Gurus, or spiritual leaders. As part of the Sikh religion, many adherents follow the so-

called Five Ks, which are five items that Guru Gobind Singh commanded Sikhs to wear at all 

times: 

1. The Kesh, or unshorn hair;  

2. The Kangha, a small wooden comb;  

3. The Kara, an iron bracelet;  

4. The Kirpan, a dagger; and  

5. The Kachera, a type of undergarment.  

 

A Sikh who has been baptized into the faith through a ceremony known as Amrit Sanchar, and 

who observes the Five Ks, is referred to as Khalsa, or pure.  

The Kesh obligation applies to both facial hair and hair on the scalp. The practice is 

intended to communicate respect for the perfection of creation. Sikhs who observe the Kesh 

typically tie their hair in a knot held in place by the Kangha comb and wear it under a turban. 

Many Sikhs also manage their beards by gathering them into a tight beard tie and rolling the 

excess under their chins. 

These obligations of the Sikh faith—in particular, the requirements of the Kesh—conflict 

with the Jail’s grooming standards for COs. The employee handbook for COs prohibits facial 

hair other than mustaches and requires males to have short hair in a tapered appearance. 

Growing up in Arkansas, Kapoor never gave much thought to the idea of Kesh and his 

religious obligations under Sikhism. His father had moved to the United States in the early 1980s 

and had not maintained the Kesh or any observance of Sikh religion. Throughout high school, 
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Kapoor maintained a short haircut and shaved regularly. Kapoor graduated high school in 2010 

and attended college at the University of Wisconsin-Parkside, where he played quarterback on a 

football scholarship. 

In 2012, shortly before Kapoor’s junior year, a white supremacist attacked a Sikh temple 

in Oak Creek, Wisconsin, less than twenty-five miles away from Kapoor’s college. The attacker 

killed six people who were preparing a communal meal at the temple and injured four others. 

Deeply affected by the violence occurring so close to him, Kapoor became very interested in his 

Sikh identity. He began to regularly attend temple, gave up alcohol (which is prohibited in 

Sikhism), and began to keep the Five Ks. Throughout his remaining time in Wisconsin, Kapoor 

kept his hair and beard unshorn and wore a turban.  

After graduating in 2014, Kapoor returned home to pursue a career as a police officer. 

This career spoke to his desire—informed by his faith—to defend the defenseless and to be a 

public servant. He applied for and was admitted to the Campbell County police academy, where 

his training began in July 2014. After many long discussions with his father, local Sikhs, and 

other mentors, Kapoor decided he would shave his beard and hair to comply with the applicable 

grooming standards. Although this was a sacrifice, he felt it was a sacrifice he was willing to 

make to fulfill his calling as a police officer. 

Shortly after he began his police academy training, Kapoor broke his ankle. He was 

unable to continue his police academy training, but he was offered the opportunity to “recycle” 

into the next class. Unfortunately, Campbell County only offers one police academy class per 

year, so the next opportunity to attend would be in summer 2015. In the meantime, Kapoor 

applied for a position as a CO with the Campbell County Jail, which hired him in September 

2014.  

Over his first year, Kapoor complied with the grooming standards, but he felt insecure 

about his decision to abandon a central tenet of his faith. In the summer of 2015, Kapoor’s 

brother was married in London, and Kapoor elected to give up his slot in the police academy that 

year to attend the wedding. While at the wedding, Kapoor saw many of the attendees were 

observant Sikhs who followed the Five Ks. This left Kapoor feeling inadequate in his piety and 

led to a period of depression following his return to Arkansas. 

Kapoor was promoted to CO-II in September 2015 after receiving “Excels” on his first 

two performance evaluations. COs are typically promoted after three years of experience, but 

based on Kapoor’s college degree and excellent on-the-job performance in his first year, he was 

promoted ahead of schedule. Since his promotion, however, Kapoor’s performance has not been 

as stellar. Kapoor has received an evaluation of “Adequate” in all six of his evaluations as a CO-

II. 

Since 2015, Kapoor has not felt motivated or inspired in his job or his personal life. He 

has not re-applied for a position at the police academy since he gave up his slot in 2015 and feels 

like he is just going through the motions at work. He has not attended temple regularly since he 

returned from the wedding in 2015, and in 2017, he began drinking alcohol again. 
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In August 2018, Kapoor saw news reports about two elderly Sikh men attacked by 

teenagers in California.3 This reminded him of why he had originally embraced his Sikh identity 

and the calling he felt to defend the defenseless. As he explored Sikhism again, he learned the 

United States Army, in January 2017, had relaxed its rules on beards and turbans for Sikhs in the 

Army. He began to think it might be possible for him to continue to serve as a correctional 

officer—or even as a police officer—while observing the requirements of his faith. Kapoor gave 

up alcohol in September 2018, but he continued to follow the grooming standards of his job.  

In January 2019, Kapoor traveled to Punjab, India to attend his grandfather’s funeral. 

While in Punjab, he felt re-inspired in his faith and finally took part in the Amrit Sanchar 

ceremony, dedicating himself to the tenets of the Sikh faith.  

When he reported to work on January 28, 2019, Kapoor already had a ten-day growth of 

beard. The wing supervisor on shift, Sergeant Steve Halford, issued him a written warning for 

failure to comply with the grooming standard and informed him he would not be permitted to 

clock in for his next shift unless he complied with the grooming standard. Kapoor protested that 

he was being discriminated against for his religious beliefs, but Sergeant Halford told him the 

request would have to go to Captain Brown, who was not on shift. Kapoor requested a meeting 

with Captain Brown, and one was set up for the following day. 

On January 29, 2019, Kapoor met with Sergeant Halford and Captain Brown. Captain 

Brown told Kapoor he was sympathetic to Kapoor’s religious obligations but could not permit 

Kapoor to wear a beard. Captain Brown agreed to permit Kapoor to grow longer hair on his 

scalp, provided he complied with the grooming standards for female COs with long hair. Kapoor 

acknowledged carrying the Kirpan dagger, the Kangha comb, or the Kara bracelet in the Jail 

could create security risks, and he agreed not to carry them while on duty. In turn, Captain 

Brown did not see anything in the Jail’s policies that would prohibit the wear of the Kachera. 

The parties, however, could not agree on a religious accommodation that would address the Jail’s 

facial hair requirements. 

Captain Brown explained that Jail policy authorizes the use of tear gas if the Jail is 

required to respond to an emergency situation. In such a situation, COs must be able to form a 

tight seal with their gas masks, and the masks the Jail uses are ineffective when used on bearded 

faces. According to Captain Brown, a CO who was incapacitated by the tear gas would be a 

danger not only to himself, but also to his fellow COs who rely on him for support. 

After the meeting, Captain Brown sent Kapoor home for the day on paid suspension and 

ordered Kapoor to show up for his next shift in compliance with the facial hair grooming 

standards.  

When Kapoor went home, he looked into gas masks that would work with a beard. He 

found a model called the Avon NH-15, which the Kurdish Peshmerga use to protect bearded 

soldiers. The hooded nature of the mask allows it to provide protection over beards, and it can be 

                                                           
3 Amanda Jackson, In the Last Week, Two Sikh Men Have Been Viciously Attacked in Central 

California, CNN (Aug. 9, 2018, 2:34 AM), https://edition.cnn.com/2018 /08/08/us/sikh-attacks-

in-california-trnd/index.html. 
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put on in thirty seconds in an emergency. The mask is compact enough to be worn on a belt or 

thigh strap and will provide protection from smoke or tear gas for at least fifteen minutes. 

Kapoor found websites offering the mask for sale for $200. 

The standard issue gas mask at the Jail is an M15 mask, which retails for approximately 

$150. The mask does not contain a hood, and is not rated for use with beards. After meeting with 

Captain Brown, Kapoor visited a local Army surplus store and tried on an M15 mask. Kapoor 

was not able to form an effective seal with the mask with his current facial hair growth. He has 

read, however, that slathering his beard with Vaseline before donning the mask would allow him 

to form an effective seal. He has not been able to test whether this process would allow him to 

create an effective seal with the gas mask. From his research, though, he is confident it would 

work. Coating his beard and mask with Vaseline would add an extra 60–90 seconds to the time it 

takes him to don his mask in an emergency. 

Kapoor does not believe wearing the gas mask is a critical part of his job as a CO. In 

more than four years at the Jail, Kapoor has never once seen or heard of the masks used in a real-

life situation. During shifts, the only officers who are even issued the mask are the officers 

assigned to the Rapid Response Unit (RRU). Kapoor has never been assigned to the RRU 

because these positions typically require five years of experience as a CO. Kapoor is interested in 

serving on this unit, though, as he believes it will improve his chances to eventually become a 

police officer. If he were to serve in this unit, Kapoor believes the Avon NH-15 would 

adequately protect him. He was able to find a friend who owned an Avon NH-15, and Kapoor 

was able to form a tight seal with the mask, even while bearded. He would be willing to sign a 

liability waiver covering any injury caused his use of a nonstandard gas mask or unshorn facial 

hair. 

On the same day as his meeting with them, Kapoor emailed Captain Brown and Sergeant 

Halford proposing he be allowed to use the Avon NH-15 as a religious accommodation. Captain 

Brown responded to Kapoor’s email and agreed to review the feasibility of the alternate model. 

Nevertheless, Captain Brown again ordered that Kapoor show up for his next shift in compliance 

with the grooming standards or be sent home without pay. 

Kapoor showed up for his next shift on January 30, 2019—unshaved—and was sent 

home by Sergeant Halford on an unpaid suspension. Kapoor went home and called a law firm to 

represent him in a discrimination complaint. He scheduled an appointment with the firm for 

February 4, 2019. After being suspended, Kapoor showed up for each of his assigned shifts on 

January 31 and February 1, but was sent home each time without being allowed to check in. 

Each day, Kapoor has been respectful and compliant when instructed to go home, but he believes 

it is his duty to show up each day to demonstrate he is willing and available to work. 

After he met with his attorneys on February 4, 2019, they set up a meeting with the Jail’s 

legal counsel for February 8 or 9, 2019. Kapoor’s attorneys advised him he did not have to keep 

coming to work every shift while they waited for the meeting, but Kapoor believes he has an 

obligation to demonstrate he is available to fulfill his commitments. He has continued to show up 

for every shift on time, and he returns home without incident when his supervisor directs him not 

to clock in. 
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At the start of his unpaid suspension, Kapoor had three days of leave available. He has 

missed a total of eight, eight-hour shifts on unpaid suspension. Kapoor is not able to easily 

absorb the lost income, and would like the Jail to reimburse him in full. Failing that, Kapoor 

would like the Jail to allow him to apply his three remaining vacation days and advance him five 

additional vacation days. Jail policy prohibits advancing vacation time before it is earned.  

Kapoor signed a contingent fee agreement with his attorneys. The agreement provides, in 

the event Kapoor is a “prevailing party” in any litigation or receives “substantial benefit” through 

negotiation, the attorneys shall be entitled to the larger of: 

1. The total amount of time spent by Attorneys on Client’s case multiplied by the 

Attorneys’ hourly rate of $250/hour.  

2. 40% of the entire recovery, less deduction for all third-party costs advanced by 

Attorneys. This calculation shall include any amounts awarded as shifted 

attorneys’ fees, but shall exclude any amounts awarded as costs. However, the 

amount of costs shall be applied to reimburse any third-party costs advanced.  

3. The amount of shifted fees awarded by a Court pursuant any applicable fee-

shifting law. 

Kapoor’s attorneys have spent a total of 10.7 hours preparing to meet with the Jail’s 

attorneys. The attorneys have advanced less than $100 in costs preparing for the meeting, and 

would be willing to waive reimbursement of costs if an acceptable settlement were reached.  In 

addition, to simply settlement calculations, the attorneys have agreed to waive the costs of their 

time for the negotiation itself, provided that an acceptable outcome is reached. In calculating the 

amount of total recovery, the retainer agreement stipulates Kapoor’s total salary and benefits 

package is worth $30/hour and states the amount of recovery for purposes of the contingent fee 

“shall include a sum of $30 for every hour of unpaid suspension Client receives payment for, 

regardless of whether the Client is charged leave for the time lost or not.” 

Kapoor is seeking waiver of the Jail’s grooming standards with regard to hair and facial 

hair as an accommodation to his religious beliefs, permission to return to work, $15,000 in 

damages for loss of his civil rights, $1920 for reimbursement of the salary he missed while on 

unpaid suspension, and payment of his attorneys’ fees. Of these, his most important goal is 

permission to return to work with an accommodation for his unshorn hair and facial hair, and the 

second most important is to be reimbursed for his lost wages and attorneys’ fees.  

Kapoor would be hard pressed to pay the attorneys’ fees out of pocket if he were forced 

to forgo eight days of pay. He will not settle unless he receives some combination of cash 

compensation and vacation time that covers the full cost of his attorneys’ fees. Ultimately, 

Kapoor would like to reapply for the police academy, provided the Campbell Police Department 

would grant him an accommodation for his unshorn hair and facial hair. If the Jail will not permit 

his accommodation, he will likely have to find alternative employment while his case against the 

Jail progresses, and he has a standing offer to work for his father as an insurance salesperson. 

While the income would likely be similar to his income as a CO, if not slightly higher, he would 

prefer to continue to work in law enforcement. He will not settle unless the Jail grants his 

accommodation and permits him to return to work.  
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Beyond that, Kapoor hopes you will be creative in thinking of other solutions to resolve 

this issue. Kapoor is leaving the negotiation to your discretion and will agree to anything in his 

best interests. You may provide additional, non-self-serving information and details consistent 

with the facts as stated above and in the General Information.

 

Round 3: Confidential Information for the Campbell County Jail 

 As the ranking uniformed officer at the Campbell County Jail (“the Jail”), Captain Lee 

Brown is responsible for all policies and procedures directly relating the performance of the 

duties of a correctional officer (“CO”). This includes ensuring COs are appropriately trained and 

in compliance with all Jail policies, as well as overseeing the creation of duty rosters by his 

lieutenants. Glen Cleaver, the jail administrator, sets the overall budget for CO operations and 

has final say over all hiring, firing, and promotion decisions. In all other respects, Cleaver 

typically defers to Captain Brown. 

On January 29, 2019, Captain Brown met with Sergeant Steve Halford and a junior 

correctional officer (“CO”) named Arjun Singh Kapoor. Kapoor was seeking a religious 

accommodation to allow him to grow his hair and facial hair consistent with his religious faith.  

 Before the meeting, Brown reviewed Kapoor’s personnel file. It showed Kapoor had once 

been a promising CO, but he had recently been a more lackluster employee. Kapoor joined the 

Campbell County Jail in 2014 after completing a four-year college degree. Kapoor demonstrated 

strong leadership potential through his experience as a Division II collegiate quarterback at the 

University of Wisconsin-Parkside. Kapoor was promoted from CO-I to CO-II on an accelerated 

schedule based on his degree and his on-the-job performance: he received ratings of “Excels” on 

both of his first two performance reviews. A ranking of “Excels” is difficult to obtain because 

supervisors are limited to awarding the rating to fewer than one quarter of the total COs they 

supervise during a six-month period. 

 Since reaching the grade of CO-II, though, Kapoor’s performance has not measured up to 

his early promise. He has received six straight “Adequate” performance reviews and has not 

distinguished himself in any way. His record reflects that he typically shows up on time, does the 

minimum required of him in any given shift, and then leaves. Over the last three years, he has 

taken on no additional duties and has made little effort to advance to the grade of CO-III.  

 Captain Brown also did some research on the Sikh religion and found many adherents 

follow the so-called Five Ks. These are five items Sikhs are to wear at all times, including: 

1. The Kesh, or unshorn hair;  

2. The Kangha, a small wooden comb;  

3. The Kara, an iron bracelet;  

4. The Kirpan, a dagger; and  

5. The Kachera, a type of undergarment.  

 

Captain Brown saw issues with permitting Kapoor to wear the dagger, bracelet, or comb under 

the Jail’s uniform policy, but he did not see anything in the Jail’s policies that would prohibit the 
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wear of the Kachera.  In addition, allowing Kapoor to wear a beard would also violate Jail 

policy. 

 The Jail’s grooming policy on facial hair serves two important purposes. First, the 

uniform appearance helps improve overall morale and professionalism. Short hair also aids in the 

quick identification of other COs in an emergency and improves officer safety in the event of an 

altercation with an inmate. Second, a clean-shaven face is important for ensuring appropriate fit 

of a gas mask in an emergency. Jail protocol calls for using tear gas to pacify a mass insurrection 

at the Jail. Over his twenty years of experience, Captain Brown has seen the Jail use tear gas 

three times. Each time it was used, the gas effectively resolved the disturbance with limited risk 

to COs, and it was critical that all COs on duty were able to effectively use their gas masks. 

The standard issue gas mask for the Jail is the M15. The Jail is able to take advantage of 

bulk purchasing for law enforcement to purchase these for $120 per mask. The M15 uses 

interchangeable filters offering up to one hour of protection per filter. The M15 has been 

approved for law enforcement use by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health 

(NIOSH), a federal agency, and Jail policies require all equipment offered to correctional 

officers have NIOSH approval. In addition, maintaining a single type of gas mask offers 

significant maintenance savings and training benefits for the Jail.  

During the meeting with Kapoor on January 29, 2019, Captain Brown was impressed by 

Kapoor’s conviction, as well as the polite and articulate way he made his case. Kapoor 

acknowledged carrying the Kirpan dagger, the Kangha comb, or the Kara bracelet in the Jail 

could create security risks, and he agreed not to carry them while on duty. The parties, however, 

could not agree on a religious accommodation that would address the Jail’s facial hair 

requirements.  

Captain Brown explained beards were prohibited because the jail uses tear gas in 

emergencies. Captain Brown told Kapoor COs must be able to form a tight seal with their gas 

masks in an emergency situation, and the masks the Jail uses are ineffective when used on 

bearded faces. In an emergency, a CO incapacitated by the tear gas would be a danger not only to 

himself, but also to his fellow COs who rely on him for support. 

In concluding the meeting, Captain Brown expressed sympathy for the tough choice 

Kapoor faced. Captain Brown told Kapoor he could have the rest of the day, as paid suspension, 

to make his decision but warned that Kapoor would not be allowed to report for duty or clock in 

as long as his beard did not comply with the Jail’s grooming standards. 

Later that day, Captain Brown received an email from Kapoor proposing an alternative 

gas mask model, the Avon NH-15. Kapoor’s email stated the Kurdish Peshmerga used this mask 

to provide protection for bearded soldiers. According to Kapoor, the hooded nature of the mask 

allows it to provide protection over beards, and it can be put on in thirty seconds in an 

emergency. The mask is compact enough to be worn on a belt or thigh strap and will provide 

protection from smoke or tear gas for at least fifteen minutes. Kapoor found websites offering the 

mask for sale for $200. 
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Captain Brown responded to Kapoor’s email and agreed to review the feasibility of the 

alternative mask. Nevertheless, Captain Brown again ordered Kapoor to show up for his next 

shift in compliance with the grooming standards or be sent home without pay. Since receiving 

Kapoor’s email, Captain Brown has looked into the feasibility of using the mask and concluded 

the mask would not be an equivalent substitute for the existing M15 mask because it could only 

be guaranteed to work for fifteen minutes.  

Kapoor showed up for his next shift on January 30, 2019—unshaved—and was sent 

home by Sergeant Halford on an unpaid suspension. Kapoor has continued to show up every day 

at his assigned shift time, and he has been sent home every day for failure to comply with the 

grooming standards. Kapoor has apparently been respectful and compliant, but his continued 

ritual of showing up and being sent home has become annoying to his supervisors.  

Captain Brown spoke with the jail administrator, Cleaver, about the appropriate response 

to Kapoor’s request. Cleaver said the Jail was already spending significant money responding to 

other legal issues, and Captain Brown should do whatever is possible to make this claim go 

away. Cleaver has authorized Captain Brown to spend up to $3,500 in settlement costs to resolve 

the dispute without litigation. Captain Brown is also authorized to permit Kapoor to use his 

existing vacation days to cover the time he lost on unpaid suspension. Kapoor has missed eight 

shifts, so far, during the dispute, and he only has a total of three vacation days available to him. 

Even though the Jail does not typically permit COs to advance vacation days before they are 

earned, Captain Brown is authorized to advance Kapoor five days to cover the time lost to 

unpaid suspension. If Captain Brown offers Kapoor compensation in the form of advanced 

vacation days, this would be in addition to the $3,500 authorized by Cleaver. 

In his instructions to Captain Brown, Cleaver stopped short of directing Captain Brown to 

permit Kapoor’s requested accommodation. Cleaver left the final decision on whether or not 

Kapoor could be an effective CO without complying with the grooming standards to Captain 

Brown’s discretion. 

Captain Brown would be willing to permit Kapoor to return to his position if he can 

demonstrate he can form an effective seal with the M15 gas mask. Captain Brown has read that 

coating a beard with Vaseline may help form a seal, and he is open to letting Kapoor test the 

M15 mask using Vaseline. If Kapoor cannot form the seal with the M15, Captain Brown will 

permit him to serve regular shifts in the wings with an alternative gas mask, but Kapoor would 

not be able to serve on the Rapid Response Unit (RRU) unless he can form a seal with the 

standard issue gas mask. If Kapoor is going to use an alternative gas mask, he would have to 

agree to purchase and maintain it at his own cost. Captain Brown cannot justify the additional 

expense of ensuring a custom gas mask is available for Kapoor. In addition, Kapoor would have 

to sign a liability waiver covering any injury caused Kapoor’s use of a nonstandard gas mask or 

failure to maintain the Jail’s facial hair standards. 

Additionally, despite his sympathy for Kapoor’s conflict between his religion and the 

demands of his job, Captain Brown does not believe Kapoor went about asking for his 

accommodation in the appropriate way. While Kapoor was respectful, he was still insubordinate 

in deciding to grow his facial hair without first seeking approval. Although authorized to 

advance five days of vacation time to allow Kapoor to cover the full eight days of his unpaid 
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suspension, Captain Brown would prefer to limit Kapoor’s reimbursement to the three days 

Kapoor has already earned. Similarly, despite being authorized to pay up to $3500 to avoid 

litigation, Captain Brown does not believe Kapoor is entitled to anything. Captain Brown asks 

you to do whatever is in your power to minimize the payments made to Kapoor. 

Beyond that, Captain Brown and Cleaver hope you will be creative in thinking of other 

steps to resolve this issue. They are leaving the negotiation to your discretion and will agree to 

anything in the Jail’s best interests. You may provide additional, non-self-serving information 

and details consistent with the facts as stated above and in the General Information. 
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Law Student Division 
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Round 4 

 

Greg Musker and Campbell County Jail 

CONFIDENTIAL SUMMARY FOR JUDGES 

 

These tables summarize each party’s goals and priorities for the negotiation, highlighting 

the areas for potential agreement and disagreement. The tables are provided first for quick 

reference. The problem provided to the teams follows. 

 

Issue #1: Amount of compensation for back wages and disbursements 

 Both parties agree the full value of all unpaid wages owed to COs for the period covered 

by the statute of limitations is $1.125 million. This number is based on fifteen minutes of 

uncompensated time per shift. In aggregate, there are approximately 350 CO shifts per week. 

Paying an additional 15 minutes of compensation for each shift would add an additional 87.5 

hours of compensation per week, with most of it compensated at the overtime rate of 1.5 

multiplied by the base salary. The average salary for all COs is $20/hr. On average, the 

additional cost would be $2,625 per week, or $136,500 per year. Multiplying that amount by 

8.25 years (November 2010 through January 2019) equals just over $1.125 million.  

 

Musker Campbell County Jail Possible Outcome 

Musker is seeking between $850,000 

and $1.7 million for unpaid wages and 

disbursements. A payment of $1.7 

million, would allow the COs to fully 

recover all back wages, even after 

paying a third of the recovery to the 

attorneys in fees plus the reimbursable 

disbursements. A settlement of 

$850,000 for back wages, would allow 

COs to recover 50% of their back 

wages, after accounting for attorneys’ 

fees and disbursements. 

The Jail is authorized to 

make a settlement payment 

for back wages up to $1 

million, including any fees or 

costs paid to the attorneys. 

 

 

The parties have a range 

of acceptable settlement 

between $850,000 and $1 

million.  The closer the 

number is to $1 million, 

the more of a win it is for 

Musker; the closer to 

$850,000, the more of a 

win it is for the Jail. 
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Issue #2: Changes to Jail policy going forward  

Musker Campbell County Jail Possible Outcome 

Musker would like the Jail to 

change its policies going forward 

to allow COs to recover for all the 

time they are at the Jail. Musker’s 

preference would be to simply 

make the Radio Frequency 

Identification (RFID) scan the Jail 

makes at the security checkpoint 

also serve as the time for payroll. 

COs would be counted as on-the-

clock when their RFID card is 

logged at the entrance to the Jail, 

and their compensated time 

would stop after their RFID is 

scanned upon exiting the Jail.  

 

Musker wants to ensure that the 

reimbursable time covers the 

entire period that COs are 

required to be in the Jail. Musker 

will not accept a solution that 

simply adds RFID scanners to the 

duty assignment locations. While 

Musker would be open to 

replacing the manual punch 

clocks with times scanned by the 

RFID system, any system used 

must permit compensation upon 

entrance to the Jail rather than 

upon arrival at place of 

assignment.  

 

Musker is not excited about the 

Jail’s proposal to add RFID 

scanners throughout the Jail to 

monitor COs on a real-time basis. 

Nevertheless, if the Jail commits 

to fully compensating all COs 

from the moment they enter the 

security envelope until the 

moment they leave it, Musker is 

willing to agree to Jail-wide 

RFID monitoring. 

Simply making the adjustment 

to the RFID system to allow 

the scanners to track employee 

time as well as entrance to the 

Jail would cost the Jail 

$15,000 in software licenses 

(for a five-year license). This 

is the Jail’s least preferred 

option. 

 

The Jail’s most preferred 

outcome, though, is to install 

dozens of RFID readers 

throughout the Jail to track CO 

time and location throughout 

the Jail. Under this system, 

COs would be required to wear 

an RFID card on the front of 

their uniforms, and scanners 

would automatically read the 

RFID cards as the COs moved 

through the Jail. While this 

system would cost $120,000 

(one-time payment), it 

provides many other security 

and administrative benefits.  

 

An in-between option would 

be to switch all timekeeping to 

the RFID system and add a 

few additional RFID readers 

throughout the Jail, one at each 

place of assigned duty. Cleaver 

estimates that this option 

would cost of $60,000 (a one-

time cost of $45,000 to install 

the additional readers and 

$15,000 to license the 

software), as well as an 

undetermined future 

maintenance costs.  

The three possible 

resolutions are: 

 

1) using the existing RFID 

monitors at the entrance 

to track time, 

 

2) adding the RFID 

monitors to the places of 

assigned duty, and 

 

3) adding RFID monitors 

throughout the Jail. 

 

The second option is not 

acceptable to Musker. Both 

parties can accept either of 

the other two options.  If the 

Jail agrees to using the RFID 

scanners at the entrance, 

that’s more of a win for 

Musker.  If Musker agrees to 

the Jail-wide RFID 

monitoring, that’s more of a 

win for the Jail, but Musker 

may justify this “loss” based 

on the resolution of other 

issues.  

 

In particular, the Jail is 

authorized to offer more 

money on future wages if the 

parties agree to the Jail-wide 

monitoring (see issue 

summary #3, below). 
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Issue #3: Determining which COs are covered by the resolution 

Musker Campbell County Jail Possible Outcome 

In 2017, after Musker filed 

his complaint, the Jail 

changed its employment 

contract letter. 

To raise claims based on the 

employees who were hired 

under the new letter, Musker 

would have to amend the 

complaint and find a class 

representative for that sub-

class of employees hired 

under the new letter. To 

avoid complicating the 

negotiation, Musker and his 

attorneys have decided to 

hold off on amending the 

complaint, but that is an 

option going forward. 

 

Musker would like a single 

resolution for all employees, 

but his priority is ensuring 

continued reimbursement for 

pre- and post-shift activities 

for COs who were employed 

under the pre-2017 

employment letter. 

The Jail currently employs seventy-

eight COs. Of that number, sixty-

two were employed before the 

change in the employment contract 

letter and sixteen were employed 

under the new contract letter. 

Cleaver estimates that providing 

additional compensation only for 

the employees who signed the pre-

2017 employment contract letter 

would cost, on average, $100,000 

per year over the next five years. 

Covering the post-2017 employees 

would add an additional $30,000 

per year. By 2024, Cleaver expects 

he could balance the payroll budget 

through turnover of pre-2017 

employees and minor adjustments 

in scheduling pay raises and 

making initial salary offers.  

 

That said, Cleaver would prefer to 

have one policy for all COs. In 

addition, Cleaver would like to 

keep the costs of any updates to the 

RFID system and the total 

additional salary paid over the next 

five years under $500,000, total, 

but he would be willing to increase 

that amount up to $650,000 if 

Musker agrees to make installation 

of RFID scanners throughout Jail 

part of the agreement. 

Both parties seek to resolve 

this dispute with a single 

policy that applies to all COs 

in the Jail.  That is only 

possible if the parties agree 

to installing the Jail-wide 

RFID system (option #3 in 

the previous issue summary), 

which allows the Jail to offer 

more money to compensate 

COs. 

 

If the parties do not agree to 

the RFID-scanners 

throughout the Jail, the only 

available resolution is a two-

tiered system, whereby the 

Jail pays pre-/post-shift 

activities only for the COs 

hired before 2017. 

 

If the parties agree to the 

Jail-wide RFID system, the 

Jail is authorized to spend 

$650,000, which is enough to 

cover all COs ($130,000/year 

for 5 years is $650,000).  If 

the parties do not agree to the 

Jail-wide monitoring, the Jail 

is only authorized to offer 

$500,000, which only covers 

the pre-2017 employees.  

 

 

 

Rounds 3–5: General Information 

Note that this information applies to three different negotiation problems so that the competitors 

may prepare in advance. Not all of the information contained in this General Information will be 

relevant to all three negotiations.  
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The Campbell County1 Jail (“the Jail”) is a medium security institution located in 

Montpelier, Tennessee.2 Campbell County has a population of 238,000 people, making it the 

third largest county in Tennessee. Oversight of the jail is the responsibility of jail administrator 

Glen Cleaver. The position of jail administrator is a nonpolitical civil service position, and 

Cleaver reports directly to the Campbell County Sheriff, an elected position. The ranking 

uniformed officer in the Jail is Captain Lee Brown. Captain Brown reports directly to Cleaver, 

and all other correctional officers (“COs”) report, directly or indirectly, to Captain Brown. 

The Jail is divided into three wings, two for male prisoners and one for female prisoners. 

The two male wings hold up to 350 inmates each (or 700 total), and the female wing holds up to 

400 inmates; the maximum incarcerated population is 1100. The Jail currently has a total 

prisoner population of 836 prisoners (612 men and 224 women). 

Almost all inmates at the Jail are awaiting trial, although some defendants with short 

incarcerations serve their entire sentence at the Jail without transfer to a state prison. While 

inmates are facing a wide variety of charges, the most common are unlawful use of a weapon 

(175 inmates), probation violations (163 inmates), and possession of a controlled substance (117 

inmates). 

The Jail currently has 106 employees, seventy-eight of whom hold the position of CO. 

COs are typically hired as a CO-I and, based on seniority and performance, can eventually be 

promoted as high as CO-V. Supervisory responsibilities typically begin at the grade of CO-III. 

At this level, COs are typically given the additional duties of shift supervisor or team leader for 

certain shifts, although they will also have shifts without any additional supervisory 

responsibilities. There is no union to represent COs at the Jail. 

The Jail only has one CO-V position authorized, and it is currently held by Captain 

Brown. COs who reach the grade of CO-IV are given the rank of Sergeant, and senior officers 

within the grade of CO-IV are given the rank of Lieutenant. The county limits the total number 

of CO-IV positions at the Jail to fifteen. Each wing of the jail has five CO-IV positions. Four of 

these CO-IV positions are at the rank of Sergeant. The fifth CO-IV—typically the most senior 

CO—is given the rank of Lieutenant and additional supervisory responsibilities. In each wing, 

Jail policy requires at least one CO-IV to be on duty at all times. 

COs are responsible for ensuring the safety of the public, inmates, and fellow jail 

employees by supervising the movement of inmates, conducting periodic counts of inmates, and 

monitoring inmates during recreational and religious activities. COs also inspect housing units 

for health and safety, and periodically search inmates and their living quarters for contraband. 

When inmates are transported to court, medical appointments, or other predetermined locations, 

COs escort or directly transport them. Additionally, all COs are responsible for preparing and 

submitting reports on inmate violations of correctional facility rules, unusual inmate behaviors, 

and inmate security breaches or failures. 

                                                           
1 Not a real county in Tennessee. 
2 Not a real city. 
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COs work eight- or twelve-hour shifts. There are two day shifts: from 6:00 am until 2:00 

pm and from noon until 8:00 pm. The night shift runs from 7:00 pm until 7:00 am. During each 

shift, there are teams for each wing, as well as a rapid response unit (RRU). The RRU is 

available to supplement the teams in each wing and respond to any emergency situation. Each 

wing has a shift supervisor and the RRU has a team leader. These supervisory roles are typically 

given to a CO-III or CO-IV. 

Cleaver, as jail administrator, is accountable for all administrative responsibilities of the 

prison, including hiring, firing, and promoting COs. Captain Brown is responsible for the day-to-

day supervision of all COs, including setting policies and supervising the lieutenants in creating 

staffing rosters. 

Figure: Jail Administrative Hierarchy 

  

Jail 
Administration 

Shift Supervisors 
Wing 

Administration 

Shift Supervisor  

(CO-III or CO-IV) 

Shift Supervisor  

(CO-III or CO-IV) 

Shift Supervisor  

(CO-III or CO-IV) 

Jail Administrator 

Glen Cleaver 

CO-V (Captain)  

Lee Brown 

Rapid Response Unit 

Team Leader (CO-III or CO-IV) 

Draws COs from all three wings 

Male Wing 2: 

1 CO-IV (Lt.) 
4 CO-IVs (Sgt.) 

Male Wing 1: 

1 CO-IV (Lt.) 
4 CO-IVs (Sgt.) 

Female Wing: 

1 CO-IV (Lt.) 
4 CO-IVs (Sgt.) 
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Upon arriving for a shift, COs are required to electronically log their presence at the Jail 

entrance by scanning their Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) card and manually signing a 

paper entry-and-exit record. Once they have electronically logged in at the entry, COs pass 

through the entry-egress point and a metal detector. After proceeding through the metal detector, 

COs are considered within the “security envelope.” From here, COs must go down a hallway to 

the central observation room and report to the supervisor on duty to receive their shift duty 

assignment. After receiving their duty assignments, COs pick up necessary equipment, including 

keys and radios, from the equipment issue room before heading to their assigned duty location. 

The Jail has manual time-punch machines in all three wings and the RRU control room. 

COs are only permitted to clock in for their shifts when they reach their assigned duty location. 

The entire process between entering the security envelope and clocking in at the assigned duty 

location typically takes less than ten minutes. On some days, though, it may take longer if a line 

has formed for any of the required activities. Upon completing their shifts, COs are expected to 

clock out at their place of duty and then report back to the central observation room to return 

their equipment and then exit the security envelope. This exiting process typically takes between 

five to ten minutes per shift. 

In addition to the Jail’s internal policies, the administration’s employment decisions are 

also governed by federal, state, and local laws. Tennessee’s Equal Access to Intrastate 

Commerce Act provides: 

No local government shall by ordinance, resolution, or any other means impose on 

or make applicable to any person an anti-discrimination practice, standard, 

definition, or provision that shall deviate from, modify, supplement, add to, change, 

or vary in any manner from: 

(A) The definition of "discriminatory practices" in § 4-21-102 or deviate from, 

modify, supplement, add to, change, or vary any term used in such definition and 

also as defined in such section; or 

(B) Other types of discrimination recognized by state law but only to the extent 

recognized by the state. 

Tenn. Code Ann. § 7-51-1802 (2017). While the text of the statute specifically exempts rules and 

policies applying only to local government employees, the Campbell County Council enacted its 

own ordinance prohibiting “any political subdivision or office within Campbell County” from 

“enacting any employment policy that advantages or protects any sub-group of employees above 

any other group, except to the extent that state or federal employment discrimination laws 

identify protected classifications.” Campbell County Ord. § 74-101 (2015). 

Tennessee also has a state Religious Freedom Restoration Act preventing the government 

from “substantially burden[ing] a person's free exercise of religion unless it demonstrates that 

application of the burden to the person is: (1) Essential to further a compelling governmental 

interest; and (2) The least restrictive means of furthering that compelling governmental interest.” 

Tenn. Code Ann. § 4-1-407 (2017).  
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COs at the Jail are also bound by the standards contained in the Jail’s Employee 

Handbook, which provide: 

Section 3, Overtime Compensation 

(1) Generally. Employees may not work overtime unless authorized in advance by 

a supervisor. Arriving early and staying late without permission is prohibited. 

Your supervisor will try to give you reasonable notice when the need for 

overtime arises. 

 

(2) Compensation. Overtime shall be compensated in accordance with the 

guidelines established by the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) of 1936, as 

amended. Overtime wages shall be earned at the rate of time-and-a-half for each 

full hour earned in excess of the work period. Correctional Officers, as law 

enforcement employees, are not entitled to overtime until they have worked in 

excess of 86 hours during a 14-day pay period, as provided by the exemption 

7k of the FLSA. 

 

(3) Mandatory Overtime. When required by operational or safety requirements, 

correctional officers may be compelled to work overtime shifts. The primary 

responsibility of correctional officers is to maintain a safe environment in the 

Jail. Accordingly, correctional officers must be relieved by another officer 

before leaving their posts. If not, they must maintain their posts until a 

replacement arrives or they are relieved, which may require overtime.  

Campbell County Jail Employee Handbook, § 3. 

Section 7, Grooming Standards 

A clean and professional appearance is required for uniformity and officer safety. 

All correctional officers will present a neat, professional, and well-groomed 

appearance while on duty.  

(1) Haircuts, Generally. All correctional officers will keep their hair clean, neatly 

trimmed, and combed. Hair must be styled in such a manner so it does not 

interfere with uniform headgear or any specialized equipment. Braids, 

cornrows, dreadlocks, or similar styles are not authorized.  

 

(2) Male Haircuts. Male correctional officer haircuts will present a tapered 

appearance. Length of hair shall not exceed three inches from the scalp at its 

longest point. The hair at the rear and bottom of the neck shall be shaved with 

a razor so it does not touch the collar of the uniform shirt. 

 

(3) Female Haircuts. Female officers are permitted to wear hair styles longer than 

three inches from the scalp, provided the officer complies with one of the 

following standards: 
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a. Short Hair. Hairstyles that do not extend beyond the lower edge of the 

collar (in all uniforms) are authorized. Short styles may fall naturally 

when in uniform and are not required to be secured.  

 

b. Long Hair. Long hair is defined as hair length that extends beyond the 

lower edge of the collar. While in uniform, long hair will be neatly and 

inconspicuously fasted in a bun style off the collar. Hairpins are not 

authorized. 

 

(4) Facial Hair. Male correctional officers will keep their faces clean-shaven when 

on duty. Mustaches, however, are permitted. If worn, males will keep 

mustaches neatly trimmed, tapered, and tidy. Mustaches must not cover the 

upper lip or extend beyond the edges of an officer’s mouth. 

Campbell County Jail Employee Handbook, § 7. The employee handbook was last amended in 

January 2016. 

 COs at the Jail are given performance reviews twice every year. COs can receive one of 

four potential evaluations: Excels, Above Average, Adequate, or Needs Improvement. If a CO 

has two “Needs Improvement” evaluations over eighteen months or three “Needs Improvement” 

evaluations in four years, the Jail may take adverse actions against the employee, to include 

reduction in grade, mandatory re-training, or even termination of employment. While the Jail 

does not have an official quota or mandatory mean for performance evaluations, supervisors are 

instructed to use a 20/40/40 approach. About twenty percent of evaluations should be Excels, 

forty percent should be “Above Average,” and forty percent should be “Adequate” (or “Needs 

Improvement,” where merited). 

 

Round 4: Confidential Information for Greg Musker  

Greg Musker is a Correctional Officer (“CO”) at the Campbell County Jail (“the Jail”). 

He was hired as a CO-II in January 2013, after spending four years as a correctional officer with 

the Missouri Department of Corrections. In 2015, he was promoted to CO-III, which is the grade 

he currently holds.  

Musker moved to Campbell County to be closer to his children, Conner and Amaya, who 

live with his ex-wife. Musker has joint custody of his children, and they typically stay with him 

every other weekend. Musker generally has a good relationship with his ex-wife, and they often 

will swap custody days to accommodate each other’s schedules. Since 2016, though, the Jail has 

been requiring Musker to take more overtime shifts, which has significantly interrupted his 

schedule. This has caused conflict with his ex-wife and forced him to disappoint his children on 

multiple occasions by not being able to see them when he promised.  

Musker has addressed the issue with his supervisors in the past, but they have been 

unwilling to accommodate him by making his schedule more regular or allowing him to flex his 

shifts to meet family commitments. Musker believes the scheduling issues are because the Jail 
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does not have a union. He did not have problems like this when he was part of a union in 

Missouri. He has spoken to a few other COs about the prospect of starting a union, and while 

there is some interest, no one has stepped up to lead the organizing drive.  

On October 31, 2016, Musker was working the 6:00 am–2:00 pm day shift with plans to 

take his children out trick-or-treating that night. His replacement, however, was a no-show for 

his shift, and Musker was forced to stay until 8:00 pm under the Jail’s mandatory overtime 

policy. As a result, he missed the Halloween festivities. This was the last straw for Musker. The 

next day, he scheduled an appointment with attorneys to discuss the Jail’s overtime policies. 

At the initial client meeting, Musker’s attorneys informed him the Jail was likely able to 

require Musker to work mandatory overtime. Upon reviewing the facts of Musker’s employment, 

though, the attorneys told Musker there may be a claim based on the Jail’s policies regarding 

compensation for pre- and post-shift activities. Musker estimated he generally spent about fifteen 

minutes each day, uncompensated, between when he actually arrived or departed the main 

entrance of the Jail and when he clocked in or out from his place of assignment.  

Musker’s attorneys informed him that, because the Jail was requiring him and other COs 

to perform certain activities on the premises during those fifteen minutes, the Jail was likely 

required to compensate them for that time. While the compensation for each individual day 

would be small, the compensation in aggregate could be substantial. 

The attorneys warned Musker he might have difficulty raising a claim under the Federal 

Labor Standards Act (FLSA) because some courts bar suits by state employees under sovereign 

immunity. In addition, Tennessee does not have a state minimum wage law. Nevertheless, they 

asked Musker about his employment contract. Musker directed his attorneys to Section 3.2 of the 

Jail’s employee handbook, which says “[o]vertime shall be compensated in accordance with the 

guidelines established by the Fair Labor Standards Act.” In addition, Musker provided his 

attorneys with a hiring letter that read as follows: 
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Dear Mr. Musker, 

The Campbell County Jail is pleased to offer you the position of Correctional 

Officer I (CO-I). Your initial salary shall be set at $14.75 per hour. Your 

employment conditions and benefits are outlined in the enclosed Employee 

Handbook.  

If you choose to accept this job offer, please sign and return one copy of this letter 

to the Campbell County Jail. When your acknowledgement is received, we will 

schedule an appointment for you to sign all necessary forms and go over your 

benefits with a County Human Resources Specialist.  

Please let me know if you have any questions, or if I can provide any additional 

information. We look forward to welcoming you to the Campbell County Jail team! 

Sincerely, 

Glen Cleaver 

Jail Administrator 

Campbell County Jail 

 

I hereby accept appointment as a Correctional Officer II. 

________________________   ___________ 

Employee Signature    Date 

 

 After reviewing the letter and the employee handbook, Musker’s attorneys decided to 

raise claims under the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) and contract law on the theory that the 

employment letter and the employee handbook represented an independent contractual 

agreement between the Jail and its employees to abide by the FLSA. 

 Musker signed a contingent fee retainer agreement contemplating Musker being named 

as a class representative. The retainer agreement provides attorney compensation as follows: 

On behalf of the class and as a class representative, the Client acknowledges that 

plaintiffs' counsel may apply for a fee of up to 33 1/3% of the recovery plus 

disbursements, subject to court approval. “Disbursements” shall include but not be 

limited to costs of travel expenses, telephone, copying, fax transmission, 

depositions, investigators, messengers, mediation expenses, computer research 

fees, court fees, expert fees, other consultation fees, and paralegal expenses. Any 

recovery in the litigation shall first be used to reimburse disbursements.  

 In November 2016, Musker’s attorneys filed a putative class action complaint in the 

Tennessee Circuit Court for Campbell County on behalf of the current employees of the Jail. The 

complaint raised four counts:  

I. Violation of the federal Fair Labor Standards Act; 

II. Breach of Contract for failure to honor the employee handbook’s promise to abide by 

the FLSA; 
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III. Unjust Enrichment for the Jail’s acceptance of the benefit of the COs’ uncompensated 

time; and 

IV. Quantum Meruit for failure to pay the reasonable value of the COs’ services for their 

uncompensated time. 

In August 2017, the court dismissed Count I on the grounds of sovereign immunity, but 

courts have not conclusively determined whether Tennessee has waived sovereign immunity for 

FLSA claims. But see Ferrell v. Johnson, No. 4:09-CV-40, 2011 WL 1225907 (E.D. Tenn. Mar. 

30, 2011); Lawson v. Univ. of Tennessee, No. E199902516COAR9CV, 2000 WL 116312 (Tenn. 

Ct. App. Jan. 28, 2000). The court allowed the rest of Musker’s claims to proceed. The court also 

granted class certification, naming Musker as the class representative to raise claims on behalf of 

all COs at the Jail. In December 2018, after completing discovery, both parties filed motions for 

summary judgment. The case is currently set for trial in May 2019. Both parties stipulated to the 

court that the applicable statute of limitations is six years, limiting recovery to the period from 

November 2010 to present. 

To date, Musker’s attorneys have accrued $35,000 in reimbursable disbursements. 

Musker and his attorneys estimate the full value of all unpaid wages owed to COs for the period 

covered by the statute of limitations is $1.125 million. This number is based on fifteen minutes 

of uncompensated time per shift. Musker estimates that in a typical week, the COs, in aggregate, 

work approximately 350 shifts. Paying an additional fifteen minutes of compensation for each 

shift would add an additional 87.5 hours of compensation per week, with most of it compensated 

at the overtime rate of 1.5 times base salary. The average salary for all COs is twenty dollars per 

hour. On average, the additional cost would be $2,625 per week, or $136,500 per year. 

Multiplying that amount by 8.25 years (November 2010 through January 2019) equals just over 

$1.125 million.   

Musker would like to see the Jail pay $1.7 million, which would allow all COs to fully 

recover all back wages, even after paying a third of the recovery to the attorneys in fees plus the 

reimbursable disbursements. At a minimum, Musker would like to see reimbursement of 

$850,000 for back wages, which would allow for 50% recovery of back wages, after accounting 

for attorneys’ fees and disbursements. 

In addition, Musker would like the Jail to change its policies going forward to allow COs 

to recover for all time they are at the Jail. Musker’s preference would be to simply make the 

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) scan the Jail makes at the security checkpoint also serve 

as the time for payroll. COs would be counted as on-the-clock when their RFID card is logged at 

the entrance to the Jail, and their compensated time would stop after their RFID is scanned upon 

exiting the Jail. Musker understands there may be some minimal up-front costs to set up the 

payroll software to accept the RFID data, but there should also be savings if the Jail is able to 

avoid manually counting punch cards. 

Also, Musker has learned that Jail employees hired after January 2017 are being offered a 

new-hire letter that does not refer to the employee handbook. Instead, it says “employment 

conditions and benefits are outlined in state and federal law.” Additionally, the new letter says 

the “Employee Handbook is provided for reference only . . . [and] does not create any additional 

employee rights or employer obligations.” To raise claims based on the employees who were 
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hired under the new letter, Musker would have to amend the complaint and find a class 

representative for that sub-class of employees hired under the new letter. To avoid complicating 

the negotiation, Musker and his attorneys have decided to hold off on amending the complaint, 

but that is an option going forward. 

If the resolution covers only employees hired under the old letter, Musker worries a two-

tiered system that requires the Jail to compensate only some employees for pre- and post-shift 

activities would create discord. A resolution limited to COs hired under the old employment 

letter could potentially even encourage the Jail to try to force out the more expensive COs 

covered by the resolution. Musker’s priority, though, is ensuring continued reimbursement for 

pre- and post-shift activities, at least for COs who were employed under the pre-2017 

employment letter. 

One option that Musker doesn’t think would work is to simply add RFID scanners to the 

duty assignment locations. While Musker would be open to replacing the manual punch clocks 

with times scanned by the RFID system, simply moving the RFID scanners wouldn’t solve the 

underpayment issue. COs would still have to make it all the way to their place of duty before 

their compensable time started. Musker wants to ensure that the reimbursable time covers the 

entire period that COs are required to be in the Jail. 

Musker has also heard rumors the Jail is considering adding RFID scanners throughout 

the Jail to monitor COs on a real-time basis. He has concerns about allowing the Jail’s 

management to monitor COs this closely throughout the Jail. Musker feels like this constant 

monitoring would make the COs feel like inmates rather than respected security professionals. In 

addition, he worries that—if he does pursue unionization—the Jail’s administration would use 

this information to monitor his efforts and discourage COs from talking to him. Nevertheless, if 

the Jail commits to fully compensating all COs from the moment they enter the security envelope 

until the moment they leave it, Musker would consider conceding to this request for Jail-wide 

RFID monitoring. 

Beyond that, Musker hopes you will be creative in thinking of solutions to resolve this 

issue. Musker is leaving the negotiation to your discretion and will agree to anything in the best 

interests of him and the other Jail COs. You may provide additional, non-self-serving 

information and details consistent with the facts as stated above and in the General Information. 
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Round 4: Private information for the Campbell County Jail 

In November 2016, Campbell County Jail Administrator Glen Cleaver learned one of the 

Jail’s Correctional Officers (COs), Greg Musker, sued the jail for overtime wage violations. The 

complaint alleged the Jail was failing to pay required overtime because it permitted COs to clock 

in only after they were processed through security to reach their assigned duty location. 

Musker’s original complaint alleged four counts: 

I. Violation of the federal Fair Labor Standards Act; 

II. Breach of Contract for failure to abide by the employee handbook’s promise to abide 

by the FLSA; 

III. Unjust Enrichment for the Jail’s acceptance of the benefit of the COs’ uncompensated 

time; and 

IV. Quantum Meruit for failure to pay the reasonable value of the COs’ services for their 

uncompensated time. 

Upon receiving the complaint, Cleaver initially expected the case to be open and shut. 

Cleaver knew Tennessee did not have a minimum wage law and state and federal courts have 

used sovereign immunity to limit liability for state employers, like the Jail, from claims under the 

Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA). However, in August 2017, the court permitted the complaint 

to move forward as a class action, with Musker as the lead plaintiff. While the court dismissed 

Count I on the grounds of sovereign immunity, it allowed the remaining claims to proceed. 

Courts have not conclusively determined whether Tennessee has waived sovereign immunity for 

FLSA claims. But see Ferrell v. Johnson, No. 4:09-CV-40, 2011 WL 1225907 (E.D. Tenn. Mar. 

30, 2011); Lawson v. Univ. of Tennessee, No. E199902516COAR9CV, 2000 WL 116312 (Tenn. 

Ct. App. Jan. 28, 2000). 

These claims are based on the Jail’s standard contract letter and employee handbook. 

Before January 2017, the Jail’s standard new employee letter stated:  
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Dear [new employee], 

The Campbell County Jail is pleased to offer you the position of Correctional 

Officer I. Your initial salary shall be set at $XX.XX per hour. Your employment 

conditions and benefits are outlined in the enclosed Employee Handbook.  

If you choose to accept this job offer, please sign and return one copy of this letter 

to the Campbell County Jail. When your acknowledgement is received, we will 

schedule an appointment for you to sign all necessary forms and go over your 

benefits with a County Human Resources Specialist.  

Please let me know if you have any questions or if I can provide any additional 

information. We look forward to welcoming you to the Campbell County Jail team! 

Sincerely, 

Glen Cleaver 

Jail Administrator 

Campbell County Jail 

 

I hereby accept appointment as a Correctional Officer I. 

 

________________________   ___________ 

Employee Signature    Date 

 

After learning of the contract claims raised in this lawsuit, in January 2017, Cleaver 

changed the first paragraph of the employment letter to read: 

The Campbell County Jail is pleased to offer you the position of Correctional 

Officer I. Your initial salary shall be set at $X.XX per hour. Your employment 

conditions and benefits are outlined in state and federal law. The enclosed 

Employee Handbook is provided for reference only. The Employee Handbook does 

not create any additional employee rights or employer obligations.  

In addition, Section 3.2 of the employee handbook references the FLSA. Musker’s 

complaint alleges this reference incorporates the FLSA requirements into the employment 

contract and obligates the Jail to pay overtime according to FLSA standards. The Jail is currently 

working on a new employee handbook that will remove all references to the FLSA. 

The current practice of requiring COs to clock in at their assigned place of duty has been 

in place since before Cleaver joined the Jail in 1992. Cleaver is unaware of any previous issues 

involving this requirement, and no current Jail employee has been employed longer than Cleaver. 

As long as Cleaver can remember, the time clocks have always been located at COs’ assigned 

place of duty, and there has never been a time clock at the Jail entry. The current time clocks are 

manual punch clocks. During each shift, a shift supervisor or team leader will record the times on 

the cards and send an employee time report to the Jail’s payroll staff. 
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In 2012, the Jail updated its security procedures to provide each CO with a Radio 

Frequency Identification (RFID) card. The card is currently for security purposes only. It allows 

the Jail to keep better accountability of personnel within the security envelope, which is 

especially important in an emergency. The RFID card systems are not currently part of the Jail’s 

timekeeping systems, but the Jail could incorporate RFID records into its Human Resources 

database. It would cost about $15,000 for a five-year license for a program allowing the Jail to 

use the RFID logs as a digital time clock. Instead of asking the employees to clock in on the 

existing clock, the Jail would simply use the RFID record of each entry and exit to track shift 

changes. There may be some offsetting cost savings if the Jail’s clerical staff no longer had to 

manually input and track time card data, but Cleaver would like to avoid laying off any of the 

administrative staff.   

This would resolve the claims raised by Musker’s complaint, but it would create some 

additional costs. While the amount of time spent at the Jail by each employee before and after 

clocking in is small, when applied to all COs, the cost is considerable. In a typical week, there 

are approximately 350 unique shifts for COs. If the Jail were forced to pay an additional fifteen 

minutes of compensation for each shift, it would add an additional 87.5 hours of compensation 

per week, with practically all of it being compensated at the overtime rate of 1.5 times base 

salary. The average salary for all COs is twenty dollars per hour. On average, the additional cost 

would be $2,625 per week, or $136,500 per year.  

Another option would be to switch all timekeeping to the RFID system and add a few 

additional RFID readers throughout the Jail, one at each place of assigned duty. Cleaver 

estimates that there would be a one-time cost of $45,000 to install the scanners, as well as an 

undetermined future costs to maintain and replace them. These costs would be in addition to the 

$15,000 it would cost to license the software to incorporate the RFID scanners into the payroll 

timekeeping system. Cleaver prefers this option to using the existing time clocks, but he doesn’t 

want to commit to new spending before he knows how much the Jail will have to pay to settle 

this claim. 

A final option would be to install dozens of RFID readers throughout the Jail. Under this 

system, COs would be required to wear RFID cards on the front of their uniforms, and scanners 

would automatically read the COs’ cards as they moved through the Jail. This system not only 

would track time, but also would monitor COs’ whereabouts throughout the Jail in real time. 

While this system would increase the installation costs from $45,000 to $120,000, it provides 

many other security and administrative benefits. Knowing the location of every CO would make 

it easier to respond to emergency situations and it would also address other problems like 

discouraging COs from loitering in areas of the Jail where they’re not supposed to be, ensuring 

COs perform their patrols as required, and even preventing COs from running contraband from 

one part of the Jail to another. 

This final option is Cleaver’s most preferred outcome. While it would cost more money, 

the security and administrative benefits would counterbalance the costs. More importantly, 

installing Jail-wide RFID scanners as part of a settlement that increases the pay of COs would 

have the added benefit of making the program look more collaborative and less like something 

management was pushing on COs. In previous discussions about adding RFID readers, COs have 

balked at the idea of a system that tracks their every movement on the grounds that the system 
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would make the COs feel like they were inmates themselves. Making the change part of 

resolving Musker’s lawsuit—accompanied by a net pay increase—would likely make it easier to 

get COs to buy into the program. 

In December 2018, after completing discovery, both parties moved for summary 

judgment. The case is currently set for trial in May 2019. Both parties stipulated the applicable 

statute of limitations is six years, limiting recovery to the period from November 2010 to present. 

Based on the way things have been going so far in court, Cleaver expects there is a good chance 

this case will go to trial, and the Jail risks significant liability if a jury hears the case. Cleaver 

would like to come to a settlement that addresses the issues for all of the Jail’s COs. 

If the Jail were forced to pay an additional fifteen minutes per shift to COs for wages 

owed going back to November 2010, Cleaver expects the cost would be over $1,125,000. In 

addition, changing the policy to allow compensation for these pre- and post-shift activities would 

create additional costs for the Jail going forward. The Jail currently employs seventy-eight COs. 

Of that number, sixty-two were employed before the change in the employment contract letter 

and sixteen were employed under the new contract letter. Cleaver estimates that providing 

additional compensation only for the employees who signed the pre-2017 employment letter 

would cost, on average, $100,000 per year over the next five years. It would cost an additional 

$30,000 per year to also cover the COs hired after the change in the employment letter. By 2024, 

Cleaver expects he could balance the payroll budget through turnover of pre-2017 employees 

and minor adjustments in scheduling pay raises and making initial salary offers. That said, 

Cleaver would prefer to have one policy for all COs.  

Overall, Cleaver would like to keep the Jail’s settlement payment for back wages under 

one million dollars, including any fees or costs paid to the attorneys. In addition, Cleaver would 

like to keep the total additional salary paid over the next five years under $500,000, total, but he 

would be willing to increase that amount up to $650,000 if Musker agrees to make installation of 

RFID scanners throughout Jail part of the agreement. Beyond that, Cleaver hopes you will be 

creative in thinking of other steps to resolve this issue. He is leaving the negotiation to your 

discretion and will agree to anything that meets his guidance above and is in the Jail’s best 

interests. You may provide additional, non-self-serving information and details consistent with 

the facts as stated above and in the General Information. 
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Andrea “Dre” Walker and Campbell County Jail 

CONFIDENTIAL SUMMARY FOR JUDGES 

 

These tables summarize each party’s goals and priorities for the negotiation, highlighting 

the areas for potential agreement and disagreement. The tables are provided first for quick 

reference. The problem provided to the teams follows. 

 

Issue #1: Assignment to a CO-IV position and back pay 

Walker Campbell County Jail Possible Outcome 

Walker’s primary goal is to obtain 

employment as a CO-IV. Walker would 

be willing to waive any claim for back 

pay if she can obtain an immediate 

position.  

 

If the Jail insists on making her wait until 

a position opens, Walker wants the Jail to 

compensate her the full difference in 

salary between CO-III and CO-IV, which 

works out to about $175 per month, 

going back to the July 23, 2018, 

promotion date. As of February 2019, the 

total difference in wages is $1225 ($175 

x 7 months). 

 

Walker will be more flexible with the 

money if she can get the Jail to commit to 

promoting her to CO-IV sooner, rather 

than later. If the Jail guarantees her 

appointment to the next available CO-IV 

position by a certain date, Walker will 

accept less than the full $175 per month. 

The longer the Jail makes her wait, the 

more compensation Walker will demand. 

Walker will only accept less than 

$100/month if the Jail commits to 

promoting her before the end of 2019. 

 

The Rustin Fund is willing to waive 

attorneys’ fees, provided the Jail makes an 

The number of CO-IV 

positions is capped at 

fifteen, so Walker cannot 

be appointed to a position 

until one is open. 

Nevertheless, the Jail 

would like to see Walker 

become a CO-IV at the Jail, 

but it cannot create a job 

for Walker without a 

vacancy.  

 

The Jail knows there will 

be a vacancy created by a 

CO-IV reaching her 

mandatory retirement age 

in March 2020. The Jail is 

reluctant to make anyone a 

“Sergeant-in-waiting” but 

would agree to guarantee 

the position to resolve the 

complaint and keep Walker 

employed with the Jail. 

 

The Jail is willing to make 

a one-time payment of up 

to $2000 if Walker agrees 

to withdraw the EEOC 

charge without the Jail 

making any statement of 

wrongdoing. The Jail is 

The parties will likely 

agree to commit to giving 

Walker the next open 

CO-IV position.  The 

latest that this position 

will open is March 2020. 

 

The parties will also 

likely agree to make a 

payment of up to $2000 

to Walker for the CO-

III/CO-IV wage 

differential.  Because the 

Jail cannot commit to 

hiring Walker in 2019, 

the lowest Walker should 

accept is $100/month.  

July 2018 to March 2020 

is 20 months.  At $100 

per month, the Jail would 

be able to make this 

payment by offering the 

full $2000 it is authorized 

to pay to resolve the 

issue. 

 

The Jail should not make 

any payments to the 

Rustin Fund.  Walker 

should agree to this, 

provided the parties can 
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offer that is satisfactory to Walker and 

agrees to enact an acceptable non-

discrimination policy. 

unwilling to make 

payments to the Rustin 

Fund. 

reach an agreement on all 

of the other issues. 

 

Issue #2: Non-discrimination policy  

Walker Campbell County Jail Possible Outcome 

Walker will insist on the Jail 

agreeing to a non-

discrimination policy as part 

of any settlement.  

 

Walker understands the Jail 

is unlikely to create a policy 

in violation of the county 

ordinance without litigation. 

Nevertheless, she believes 

there is room for the Jail to 

commit to protecting its 

employees from 

discrimination based on 

nonconformity with gender 

stereotypes and gender 

expression without violating 

the ordinance.  

 

Walker understands that the 

Jail’s attorneys may not be 

able to make a final decision 

about the non-discrimination 

language, so an agreement in 

principle is acceptable. 

 

The Rustin Fund is willing to 

waive any attorneys’ fees, 

provided the Jail makes an 

offer that is satisfactory to 

Walker and agrees to enact 

an acceptable non-

discrimination policy. 

County ordinance prohibits the Jail 

from expanding upon the protected 

classes identified by state and 

federal law, so it cannot endorse an 

explicit LGBT nondiscrimination 

policy. The policy prohibits the Jail 

from enacting any policy that 

“advantages or protects any sub-

group of employees above any 

other group, except to the extent 

that state or federal employment 

discrimination laws identify 

protected classifications.” Campbell 

County Ord. § 74-101 (2015).  

 

The Jail is open to revising the 

policy in a way that does not violate 

the county ordinance.  

 

Given the limited time scheduled 

for the negotiation, any final 

changes will have to go through an 

official approval process.  The Jail 

cannot make anything more than an 

agreement in principle. 

 

The parties will likely agree 

to create a non-

discrimination policy.  The 

parties should work together 

to come up with language 

that addresses Walker’s 

concerns relating to 

nonconformity with gender 

stereotypes and gender 

expression.  The policy 

language should focus on 

gender rather than expanding 

the protected classes to 

include LGBT populations.  

The Jail is not authorized to 

add additional protected 

classes.  

 

The parties will not be able 

to reach a final settlement, 

but should draft a proposed 

statement to submit for an 

official approval process 

(outside of the simulated 

negotiation). 

 

If the Jail agrees to the non-

discrimination policy and the 

parties reach an agreement 

on all other issues, Walker 

will agree to waive payment 

of attorneys’ fees. 
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Issue #3: Future interactions with Hernández 

Walker Campbell County Jail Possible Outcome 

Walker understands the Jail 

may not be able to reveal the 

details of any punitive 

actions taken against 

Hernández. She would, 

however, like to ensure 

Hernández will not be 

responsible for Walker’s 

performance reviews in the 

future, and if possible, she 

would like to avoid being 

placed on shifts where 

Hernández is the supervisor.  

 

In addition, she would like 

the Jail to agree to make 

Hernández attend equal 

employment opportunity 

training.  

Jail policy prohibits the release of 

information on disciplinary actions 

taken against its employees, and the 

Jail is unwilling to alter its stated 

policy to reveal actions taken 

against Hernández.  

 

The Jail can offer Walker a 

commitment to thoroughly 

investigate her claims. Whatever 

the results of that investigation, the 

issue will be resolved directly with 

Hernández, and will not be revealed 

to Walker or the Rustin Fund. 

 

The Jail is willing to provide a 

general training for all COs on their 

obligations under state and federal 

employment laws.  

 

In addition, the Jail would be 

willing to ensure Hernández does 

not conduct another performance 

evaluation for Walker while Walker 

is a CO-III, although it cannot 

guarantee that Hernández will 

never be assigned to a leadership 

position on the same shift as 

Walker.   

The parties cannot agree to 

reveal disciplinary actions 

taken against Hernández, but 

the Jail will likely commit to 

investigating Walker’s 

claims.  The Jail can commit 

to taking appropriate action 

based on its investigation, 

but Walker will have to trust 

that process because the Jail 

cannot agree to inform her of 

the result of its investigation. 

 

While the Jail will not 

commit to making 

Hernández, specifically, 

attend an equal employment 

opportunity training, it is 

willing to provide 

mandatory, equal 

employment opportunity 

training for all COs.  

 

The Jail will agree to prevent 

Hernández from evaluating 

Walker while Walker is a 

CO-III, but it cannot agree to 

avoid placing Walker on 

shifts where Hernández is the 

supervisor. 

 

Rounds 3–5: General Information 

Note that this information applies to three different negotiation problems so that the competitors 

may prepare in advance. Not all of the information contained in this General Information will be 

relevant to all three negotiations.  

The Campbell County1 Jail (“the Jail”) is a medium security institution located in 

Montpelier, Tennessee.2 Campbell County has a population of 238,000 people, making it the 

third largest county in Tennessee. Oversight of the jail is the responsibility of jail administrator 

                                                           
1 Not a real county in Tennessee. 
2 Not a real city. 
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Glen Cleaver. The position of jail administrator is a nonpolitical civil service position, and 

Cleaver reports directly to the Campbell County Sheriff, an elected position. The ranking 

uniformed officer in the Jail is Captain Lee Brown. Captain Brown reports directly to Cleaver, 

and all other correctional officers (“COs”) report, directly or indirectly, to Captain Brown. 

The Jail is divided into three wings, two for male prisoners and one for female prisoners. 

The two male wings hold up to 350 inmates each (or 700 total), and the female wing holds up to 

400 inmates; the maximum incarcerated population is 1100. The Jail currently has a total 

prisoner population of 836 prisoners (612 men and 224 women). 

Almost all inmates at the Jail are awaiting trial, although some defendants with short 

incarcerations serve their entire sentence at the Jail without transfer to a state prison. While 

inmates are facing a wide variety of charges, the most common are unlawful use of a weapon 

(175 inmates), probation violations (163 inmates), and possession of a controlled substance (117 

inmates). 

The Jail currently has 106 employees, seventy-eight of whom hold the position of CO. 

COs are typically hired as a CO-I and, based on seniority and performance, can eventually be 

promoted as high as CO-V. Supervisory responsibilities typically begin at the grade of CO-III. 

At this level, COs are typically given the additional duties of shift supervisor or team leader for 

certain shifts, although they will also have shifts without any additional supervisory 

responsibilities. There is no union to represent COs at the Jail. 

The Jail only has one CO-V position authorized, and it is currently held by Captain 

Brown. COs who reach the grade of CO-IV are given the rank of Sergeant, and senior officers 

within the grade of CO-IV are given the rank of Lieutenant. The county limits the total number 

of CO-IV positions at the Jail to fifteen. Each wing of the jail has five CO-IV positions. Four of 

these CO-IV positions are at the rank of Sergeant. The fifth CO-IV—typically the most senior 

CO—is given the rank of Lieutenant and additional supervisory responsibilities. In each wing, 

Jail policy requires at least one CO-IV to be on duty at all times. 

COs are responsible for ensuring the safety of the public, inmates, and fellow jail 

employees by supervising the movement of inmates, conducting periodic counts of inmates, and 

monitoring inmates during recreational and religious activities. COs also inspect housing units 

for health and safety, and periodically search inmates and their living quarters for contraband. 

When inmates are transported to court, medical appointments, or other predetermined locations, 

COs escort or directly transport them. Additionally, all COs are responsible for preparing and 

submitting reports on inmate violations of correctional facility rules, unusual inmate behaviors, 

and inmate security breaches or failures. 

COs work eight- or twelve-hour shifts. There are two day shifts: from 6:00 am until 2:00 

pm and from noon until 8:00 pm. The night shift runs from 7:00 pm until 7:00 am. During each 

shift, there are teams for each wing, as well as a rapid response unit (RRU). The RRU is 

available to supplement the teams in each wing and respond to any emergency situation. Each 

wing has a shift supervisor and the RRU has a team leader. These supervisory roles are typically 

given to a CO-III or CO-IV. 
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Cleaver, as jail administrator, is accountable for all administrative responsibilities of the 

prison, including hiring, firing, and promoting COs. Captain Brown is responsible for the day-to-

day supervision of all COs, including setting policies and supervising the lieutenants in creating 

staffing rosters. 

Figure: Jail Administrative Hierarchy 

 

Upon arriving for a shift, COs are required to electronically log their presence at the Jail 

entrance by scanning their Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) card and manually signing a 

paper entry-and-exit record. Once they have electronically logged in at the entry, COs pass 

through the entry-egress point and a metal detector. After proceeding through the metal detector, 

COs are considered within the “security envelope.” From here, COs must go down a hallway to 

the central observation room and report to the supervisor on duty to receive their shift duty 

Jail 
Administration 
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Wing 

Administration 

Shift Supervisor  

(CO-III or CO-IV) 

Shift Supervisor  

(CO-III or CO-IV) 
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Glen Cleaver 
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Rapid Response Unit 

Team Leader (CO-III or CO-IV) 

Draws COs from all three wings 

Male Wing 2: 

1 CO-IV (Lt.) 
4 CO-IVs (Sgt.) 

Male Wing 1: 

1 CO-IV (Lt.) 
4 CO-IVs (Sgt.) 

Female Wing: 

1 CO-IV (Lt.) 
4 CO-IVs (Sgt.) 
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assignment. After receiving their duty assignments, COs pick up necessary equipment, including 

keys and radios, from the equipment issue room before heading to their assigned duty location. 

The Jail has manual time-punch machines in all three wings and the RRU control room. 

COs are only permitted to clock in for their shifts when they reach their assigned duty location. 

The entire process between entering the security envelope and clocking in at the assigned duty 

location typically takes less than ten minutes. On some days, though, it may take longer if a line 

has formed for any of the required activities. Upon completing their shifts, COs are expected to 

clock out at their place of duty and then report back to the central observation room to return 

their equipment and then exit the security envelope. This exiting process typically takes between 

five to ten minutes per shift. 

In addition to the Jail’s internal policies, the administration’s employment decisions are 

also governed by federal, state, and local laws. Tennessee’s Equal Access to Intrastate 

Commerce Act provides: 

No local government shall by ordinance, resolution, or any other means impose on 

or make applicable to any person an anti-discrimination practice, standard, 

definition, or provision that shall deviate from, modify, supplement, add to, change, 

or vary in any manner from: 

A) The definition of "discriminatory practices" in § 4-21-102 or deviate from, 

modify, supplement, add to, change, or vary any term used in such definition and 

also as defined in such section; or 

(B) Other types of discrimination recognized by state law but only to the extent 

recognized by the state. 

Tenn. Code Ann. § 7-51-1802 (2017). While the text of the statute specifically exempts rules and 

policies applying only to local government employees, the Campbell County Council enacted its 

own ordinance prohibiting “any political subdivision or office within Campbell County” from 

“enacting any employment policy that advantages or protects any sub-group of employees above 

any other group, except to the extent that state or federal employment discrimination laws 

identify protected classifications.” Campbell County Ord. § 74-101 (2015). 

Tennessee also has a state Religious Freedom Restoration Act preventing the government 

from “substantially burden[ing] a person's free exercise of religion unless it demonstrates that 

application of the burden to the person is: (1) Essential to further a compelling governmental 

interest; and (2) The least restrictive means of furthering that compelling governmental interest.” 

Tenn. Code Ann. § 4-1-407 (2017).  

COs at the Jail are also bound by the standards contained in the Jail’s Employee 

Handbook, which provide: 
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Section 3, Overtime Compensation 

(1) Generally. Employees may not work overtime unless authorized in advance by 

a supervisor. Arriving early and staying late without permission is prohibited. 

Your supervisor will try to give you reasonable notice when the need for 

overtime arises. 

 

(2) Compensation. Overtime shall be compensated in accordance with the 

guidelines established by the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) of 1936, as 

amended. Overtime wages shall be earned at the rate of time-and-a-half for each 

full hour earned in excess of the work period. Correctional Officers, as law 

enforcement employees, are not entitled to overtime until they have worked in 

excess of 86 hours during a 14-day pay period, as provided by the exemption 

7k of the FLSA. 

 

(3) Mandatory Overtime. When required by operational or safety requirements, 

correctional officers may be compelled to work overtime shifts. The primary 

responsibility of correctional officers is to maintain a safe environment in the 

Jail. Accordingly, correctional officers must be relieved by another officer 

before leaving their posts. If not, they must maintain their posts until a 

replacement arrives or they are relieved, which may require overtime.  

Campbell County Jail Employee Handbook, § 3. 

Section 7, Grooming Standards 

A clean and professional appearance is required for uniformity and officer safety. 

All correctional officers will present a neat, professional, and well-groomed 

appearance while on duty.  

(1) Haircuts, Generally. All correctional officers will keep their hair clean, neatly 

trimmed, and combed. Hair must be styled in such a manner so it does not 

interfere with uniform headgear or any specialized equipment. Braids, 

cornrows, dreadlocks, or similar styles are not authorized.  

 

(2) Male Haircuts. Male correctional officer haircuts will present a tapered 

appearance. Length of hair shall not exceed three inches from the scalp at its 

longest point. The hair at the rear and bottom of the neck shall be shaved with 

a razor so it does not touch the collar of the uniform shirt. 

 

(3) Female Haircuts. Female officers are permitted to wear hair styles longer than 

three inches from the scalp, provided the officer complies with one of the 

following standards: 

 

a. Short Hair. Hairstyles that do not extend beyond the lower edge of the 

collar (in all uniforms) are authorized. Short styles may fall naturally 

when in uniform and are not required to be secured.  
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b. Long Hair. Long hair is defined as hair length that extends beyond the 

lower edge of the collar. While in uniform, long hair will be neatly and 

inconspicuously fasted in a bun style off the collar. Hairpins are not 

authorized. 

 

(4) Facial Hair. Male correctional officers will keep their faces clean-shaven when 

on duty. Mustaches, however, are permitted. If worn, males will keep 

mustaches neatly trimmed, tapered, and tidy. Mustaches must not cover the 

upper lip or extend beyond the edges of an officer’s mouth. 

Campbell County Jail Employee Handbook, § 7. The employee handbook was last amended in 

January 2016. 

 COs at the Jail are given performance reviews twice every year. COs can receive one of 

four potential evaluations: Excels, Above Average, Adequate, or Needs Improvement. If a CO 

has two “Needs Improvement” evaluations over eighteen months or three “Needs Improvement” 

evaluations in four years, the Jail may take adverse actions against the employee, to include 

reduction in grade, mandatory re-training, or even termination of employment. While the Jail 

does not have an official quota or mandatory mean for performance evaluations, supervisors are 

instructed to use a 20/40/40 approach. About twenty percent of evaluations should be Excels, 

forty percent should be “Above Average,” and forty percent should be “Adequate” (or “Needs 

Improvement,” where merited). 

Round 5: Confidential Information for Andrea “Dre” Walker  

Andrea “Dre” Walker is a Correctional Officer (“CO”) at the Campbell County Jail (“the 

Jail”). She was hired in June 2007, and currently holds the rank of CO-III. In July 2018, she 

applied for a promotion to the rank of CO-IV (Sergeant), but was not selected. Instead, the Jail 

promoted Michelle Hernández to the position. 

Walker identifies as a lesbian woman. While she does not recall ever having a 

conversation about her sexual orientation or gender identity at work, she does not consider 

herself to be “closeted.” Outside of work hours, she has discussed her sexual orientation with a 

few of her co-workers she considers friends. She knows of at least one other lesbian CO at the 

Jail, but she suspects there are probably others who she doesn’t know about. To her knowledge, 

there are no transgender individuals employed at the Jail. 

Walker complies with all uniform regulations while at the Jail. Outside of work, she 

dresses in traditionally masculine styles. She does not wear jewelry or makeup, and she keeps 

her hair close cropped, in a buzz cut. In addition, she purchases clothing primarily from men’s 

departments. This is partially because Walker is a competitive powerlifter who is over six feet 

tall. This makes it difficult for her to find well-fitting clothes from many women’s departments, 

but Walker would still choose to wear masculine clothes most of the time, even if more women’s 

clothes fit her. 
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During her time employed at the Jail, Walker has served with distinction. She joined the 

Jail in 2007 as a CO-I after completing her associate degree in criminal justice. After receiving 

“Excels” on her first four performance evaluations, Walker was promoted ahead of schedule to 

CO-II in August 2009. As a CO-II, Walker received five “Excels” and two “Above Average” 

ratings. 

In 2012, Walker became the first woman to serve on the Jail’s Rapid Response Unit 

(RRU), the elite team responsible for responding to emergency situations in the Jail. In the same 

year, Walker set the national Amateur Athletic Union record for her weight class with a raw 

deadlift of 480 pounds. Based on these accomplishments, she won a Campbell County Civil 

Service Award in January 2013. She was promoted to CO-III shortly thereafter, in February 

2013.  

From 2013–18, as a CO-III, Walker received nine “Excels” evaluations and three “Above 

Average” evaluations. She continued to seek and obtain regular assignments to the RRU, and she 

also took regular assignments in both the male and female wings of the Jail. While COs of any 

gender can serve in either male or female wings, only a minority of female COs take shifts in the 

male wings. About 30% of Walker’s shifts have been with the RRU, 50% have been in the 

female wing, and 20% have been in the male wings.  

Walker has received fewer assignments as shift leader than other CO-IIIs with similar 

experience, but that is partially because she has served many of her shifts on the RRU. Team 

leaders on the RRU are typically COs of grades III or IV who have at least ten years of 

experience, while less senior COs are often appointed as shift supervisors in the wings. Since 

2017, Walker has served as the team leader of the RRU ten times. She is the only woman who 

has ever served in that capacity, although five other women have completed at least one shift as 

an RRU member. In addition, Walker has served as an unofficial fitness coach and worked with 

COs who failed to meet the Jail’s required fitness standards. While employed at the Jail, she has 

mentored thirteen COs who failed a fitness test and helped them reach the required standards. 

Walker has obtained accreditation as a Certified Correctional Officer (CCO) through the 

American Correctional Association (ACA). While the Jail recommends all COs pursue 

progressively higher levels of certification, certification is not an official job requirement. The 

CCO is the first level of certification, which is available upon completing one year of work 

experience and passing a written exam. The ACA offers additional certification levels for COs in 

management positions and specialty areas like juvenile corrections, correctional healthcare, or 

gang activity. Walker has not pursued certification beyond the CCO level, but she has kept 

current on her recertification throughout her employment by obtaining the required number of 

continuing education credits. 

 In July 2018, a CO-IV position opened at the Jail. The number of CO-IV positions is 

limited, so competition for promotion from CO-III to CO-IV is often fierce. Walker was selected 

as a one of two finalists for the position, along with Michelle Hernández. Michelle Hernández 

started working for the Jail in 2004, and has been a CO-III since 2010. Walker does not know 

what Hernández received in her performance reviews, but she does know Hernández, as a CO-

III, was often a shift supervisor in the female wing. Hernández, though, does not take shifts in 

the male wings, has never been on the RRU, and does not have a bachelor’s or associate degree. 
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Before competing with her for the CO-IV position, Walker previously had some 

interactions with Hernández in the Jail. In particular, Hernández served as shift supervisor 

several times when Walker was working in the female wing. While Hernández generally seemed 

to be a fair and professional supervisor, Walker was concerned by certain comments Hernández 

made in the past. In one instance, in either 2016 or 2017, Walker recalls overhearing Hernández 

have a lunch discussion with other co-workers in which Hernández said lesbian sexual acts are 

“pointless” and “these butch girls just need some time with a real man.” In another instance, 

sometime in 2017, while Hernández and Walker were walking through the female wing of the 

jail with another CO, Hernández told the other CO the female wing was a “lesbian’s dream come 

true.” Walker is unsure whether Hernández was specifically intending for Walker to hear these 

comments or not. Hernández is married to a man, and she dresses in a fashion that generally 

comports with gender stereotypes for a woman. 

Walker didn’t address either of these comments when they were made. While Walker 

considered bringing the comments up to the Jail’s management when Hernández was contending 

for the CO-IV position, Walker thought it would look bad if it seemed like she was spreading 

rumors to help her own job prospects. Ultimately, the Jail gave the CO-IV position to Hernández 

on July 23, 2018.  

After missing out on the promotion, Walker went back to her regular work routine, with 

about half of her shifts being in the female wing and the other half divided between the RRU and 

the male wing. She continued to occasionally be assigned shifts as the team leader for the RRU, 

and with Hernández’s promotion, she saw significantly more shifts as shift supervisor in the 

female wing. Otherwise, her job responsibilities remained the same as they had been previously. 

She had no unusual incidents and was never given any indication her performance was different 

than it had ever been before. 

In December 2018, Hernández was assigned to conduct Walker’s performance 

evaluation. Hernández awarded her an “Adequate,” the lowest result Walker had ever received. 

In the “remarks” section of the evaluation, Hernández made general statements like “showed up 

to shifts on time” and “performed duties adequately.” There were no remarks identifying any 

specific deficiencies by Walker or providing any suggestions for improvement. After receiving 

the evaluation, Walker went to talk to Hernández about her score. Hernández told Walker her 

work was fine, but Hernández said she only gave high scores for COs who “went above and 

beyond” the job requirements. Hernández said COs couldn’t expect “Above Average” ratings for 

“just doing their jobs.” Walker did not believe this explanation and believed this score was based 

on animus against her because of her sexual orientation. Walker, however, did not raise these 

concerns with Hernández during the meeting. 

However, after her meeting with Hernández, Walker considered making a formal 

complaint with Glen Cleaver, the Jail’s administrator, or Captain Brown, the Jail’s highest 

ranking uniformed officer. Ultimately, she decided that route would be futile, as the Jail’s 

leadership had just recently decided to promote Hernández over her. She didn’t believe the Jail 

would take her complaints seriously, so she began looking for legal representation to pursue a 

discrimination action. Eventually, she found an attorney through the Bayard Rustin Memorial 

Legal Fund (the Rustin Fund).  
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The Rustin Fund is a nonprofit organization committed to achieving full recognition of 

the civil rights of lesbians, gay men, bisexuals, and transgender people through impact litigation, 

education, and public policy work. Part of the Rustin Fund’s work is representing individuals 

with employment-related complaints stemming from LGBT discrimination, with the goal of 

improving workplace conditions and moving the courts to interpret Title VII of the Civil Rights 

Act as protecting LGBT individuals.  

The Rustin Fund provided staff attorneys to work on Walker’s behalf. Walker’s attorneys 

timely filed a charge of discrimination with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission on 

January 15, 2019. The charge of discrimination (or discrimination charge, or charge) alleged the 

Jail discriminated against Walker on the basis of sex by refusing to hire her for the CO-IV 

position and giving her a sub-standard performance review. In support, Walker alleges 

Hernández and the Jail relied on Walker’s nonconformity with gender stereotypes. The 

discrimination charge alleges the Jail’s reliance on these stereotypes in making decisions about 

Walker’s suitability for promotion or work performance amounted to discrimination “because of 

sex” under Section 703 of the Civil Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2 (2012).  

After filing the EEOC charge, Walker’s attorneys sent a copy of the charge, along with a 

demand letter, to the Jail. The demand letter sought to resolve the matter through negotiation, 

and outlined five demands:  

1) Appointing Walker to a CO-IV position; 

2) Enacting an LGBT nondiscrimination policy for the Jail; 

3) Appropriately punishing Hernández for her discriminatory comments; 

4) Paying Walker’s back wages in the amount of the difference between the CO-III 

wage and the CO-IV wage for the period of July 23, 2018 to present; and 

5) Paying legal fees to the Rustin Fund in the amount of $3,500, to date. 

In a response letter, the Jail denied any wrongdoing and stated it could not meet any of 

Walker’s demands. Its response stated the number of CO-IV positions is capped at fifteen, so 

Walker cannot be appointed to that position until one is open. In addition, the Jail stated that 

County ordinance prohibits the Jail from expanding upon the protected classes identified by state 

and federal law. Furthermore, the response stated that the Jail could not discuss any actions, if 

any, taken against Hernández because Jail policy prohibits releasing information about employee 

disciplinary actions. Finally, because the Jail denied wrongdoing, it refused to make any 

monetary payments to Walker or the Rustin Fund. Nevertheless, the Jail’s response did agree to 

setting up a time, in early February, for the parties’ attorneys to meet in person to seek 

resolution. 

Walker understands not all of her demands are equally feasible. Her primary goal is to 

obtain employment as a CO-IV. If she can obtain an immediate position, she would be willing to 

waive any claim for back pay. If the Jail insists on making her wait until a position opens, she 

wants the Jail to compensate her for the difference in salary between CO-III and CO-IV, which 

works out to about $175 per month, going back to the July 23, 2018, promotion date.  

Walker will be more flexible with the money if she can get the Jail to commit to 

promoting her to CO-IV sooner, rather than later. If the Jail guarantees her appointment to the 
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next available CO-IV position by a certain date, Walker will accept less than the full $175 per 

month. The longer the Jail makes her wait, the more compensation Walker will demand. If the 

Jail can guarantee she will be promoted before the end of 2019, Walker would be willing to 

accept less than $100/month. If she has to wait until 2020, she would like at least $100 per 

month. 

 With regard to the Jail’s nondiscrimination policy, Walker understands the Jail is unlikely 

to create a policy in violation of the county ordinance without litigation. Nevertheless, she 

believes there is room for the Jail to commit to protecting its employees from discrimination 

based on nonconformity with gender stereotypes and gender expression without violating the 

ordinance. Walker will insist on the Jail agreeing to draft a non-discrimination policy as part of 

any settlement, but she is leaving the specific details to you to determine based on what you 

believe is feasible, in light of the county ordinance. Walker understands that the Jail’s attorneys 

may not be able to make a final decision about the non-discrimination language, so she would be 

willing to accept an agreement in principle if it seems like the Jail’s representatives are acting in 

good faith. 

 With regard to the Jail punishing Hernández, Walker understands the Jail may not be able 

to reveal the details of any punitive actions taken against a specific employee. She would, 

however, like to ensure Hernández will not be responsible for Walker’s performance reviews in 

the future, and if possible, she would like to avoid being placed on shifts where Hernández is the 

supervisor. In addition, she would like the Jail to agree to make Hernández attend equal 

opportunity training. Finally, the Rustin Fund is willing to waive any attorneys’ fees, provided 

the Jail makes an offer that is satisfactory to Walker and agrees to enact an acceptable non-

discrimination policy. 

Beyond that, Walker hopes you will be creative in thinking of other steps the Jail might 

take to resolve this issue. Walker is leaving the negotiation to your discretion and will agree to 

anything in her best interests. You may provide additional, non-self-serving information and 

details consistent with the facts as stated above and in the General Information. 

Round 5: Confidential Information for the Campbell County Jail 

 In July 2018, a Correctional Officer (“CO”) IV Sergeant position opened at the Campbell 

County Jail (“the Jail”). The number of CO-IV positions is limited to five per wing, or fifteen 

overall. The open position was at the Sergeant level in the Jail’s female wing. After receiving 

applications from CO-IIIs interested in promotion, Jail Administrator Glen Cleaver and Captain 

Lee Brown narrowed the list down to two finalists: Michelle Hernández and Andrea “Dre” 

Walker. 

 In July 2018, at the time of her application for the open position, Hernández was a 

fourteen-year employee of the Jail. She was hired as a CO-I in 2004 and promoted to CO-III in 

2010. All of Hernández’s shift assignments were in the female wing, and from 2015–18, she 

served as the shift supervisor of the female wing more times than any other officer. In addition, 

she was very involved in training and mentoring junior COs and had held the additional duty of 

physical security officer for the female wing since 2013. In this role, she conducted quarterly 

audits to ensure Jail employees were following appropriate policies and the physical structures of 
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the Jail remained fully operational. Before being employed at the Jail, Hernández spent eight 

years in the Army as a military police officer, reaching the rank of Staff Sergeant. She was 

deployed twice: to Kosovo from 1999–2000 and to Afghanistan from 2002–03.  

In July 2018, Hernández had not completed an associate or bachelor’s degree, but she 

obtained certification from the American Correctional Association as a Certified Corrections 

Manager with an emphasis on Security Threat Groups (CCM/STG). The CCM/STG 

accreditation is designed for COs who manage major units or programs within a corrections 

institution, with a focus on supervising and monitoring gangs and other security threat groups. 

Certification is based on satisfying the minimum years of experience requirement, completing 

the preliminary certification levels (Certified Corrections Officer and Certified Corrections 

Supervisor), and passing a four-hour exam. While the Jail recommends all COs pursue 

progressively higher levels of certification, certification is not an official job requirement.  

Over her eight years of performance reviews as a CO-III, from 2010–17, Hernández 

received three “Excels” ratings, six “Above Average” ratings, six “Adequate” ratings, and one 

“Needs Improvement” rating. She received the “Needs Improvement” rating in 2011, shortly 

after being promoted to CO-III. Her ratings from December 2016 through June 2018 were, in 

chronological order: Excels, Adequate, Above Average, and Excels. 

The other finalist, Dre Walker, was a ten-year employee of the Jail when she applied for 

the CO-IV position. She was hired in 2007 and promoted to CO-III in 2013. Working at the Jail 

was her first job after completing an associate degree in criminal justice. In 2012, Walker was 

the first woman to serve on the Jail’s elite Rapid Response Unit (RRU), which is responsible for 

responding to emergency situations at the Jail. Since 2012, Walker has regularly served shifts on 

the RRU and, in 2017, she became the first woman to serve as the team leader of the RRU. To 

date, she is the only woman who has ever served in that role, although five other women have 

served at least one shift on the RRU. Walker was also one of the few female COs who took shifts 

in the male wings. While COs of any gender are authorized to work in the male or female wings, 

only a minority of female COs agree to take shifts in the male wings. Before her application for 

the CO-IV position, about half of Walker’s shifts were in the female wing, almost a third of her 

shifts were with the RRU, and about a fifth were in the male wings.  

Walker received fewer assignments as shift leader than other CO-IIIs with similar 

experience, but that was partially explained by her willingness to take shifts on the RRU. Team 

leaders on the RRU are typically COs of grades III or IV who have at least ten years of 

experience, while less senior COs are often appointed as shift supervisors in the wings. Walker 

was an unofficial leader of the Jail’s fitness program, though. She is a competitive weightlifter, 

and she previously worked with several COs who were having issues passing the Jail’s 

mandatory fitness standards. 

In July 2018, Walker obtained certification from the American Correctional Association 

as a Certified Corrections Officer (CCO). The CCO accreditation is the first level of certification, 

designed for COs who work directly with offenders. Certification is based on completing one 

year of employment as a CO and passing an exam. COs are required to recertify every three 

years by obtaining a minimum number of continuing education credits, and Walker has kept 
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current on her recertification throughout her employment. Walker has not sought or obtained any 

higher level of certification. 

From 2013–18, as a CO-III, Walker received nine “Excels” evaluations and three “Above 

Average” evaluations. From December 2016 through June 2018, all four of Walker’s 

performance reviews resulted in evaluations of “Excels.” 

Upon review of both finalists, Captain Brown decided to make the offer to Hernández on 

July 23, 2018. Captain Brown found Walker to be a very strong candidate but believed she could 

still use some additional time in supervisory roles before being promoted to CO-IV. While 

Hernández did not have the string of “Excels” evaluations that Walker had, Captain Brown 

believed her seniority and experience made her more ready to immediately take the position. 

Nevertheless, Captain Brown was impressed by Walker and planned to give her strong 

consideration for future vacancies. While vacancies at the CO-IV level are rare and often hard to 

predict, there is another Sergeant in the female wing who is approaching her mandatory 

retirement age and will have to leave her position in March 2020. Captain Brown considers 

Walker to be the front-runner for that position when it opens. 

After Hernández was awarded the position, Walker did not seem too upset. She went 

back to her regular shift schedule, but with Hernández’s promotion, more opportunities arose for 

Walker to take shifts in a supervisory role. She seemed to be doing what she needed to do to 

make herself a more competitive applicant for future openings. 

In December 2018, Hernández completed her first round of performance evaluations, 

including Walker. Hernández gave Walker the lowest performance review of her career: an 

“Adequate.” The four other COs assigned to Hernández for performance reviews all received 

“Adequate” ratings, as well. Upon receiving these ratings, two of the COs—but not Walker—

scheduled meetings with Captain Brown to discuss their evaluations. They complained 

Hernández had made no effort to provide specific feedback or criticism to enable them to 

improve their ratings in the future. Instead, the comments were vague statements like “showed 

up to shifts on time” and “performed duties adequately.” One of the COs told Captain Brown she 

had spoken with Hernández, and Hernández told her she only gave high scores to COs who 

“went above and beyond.” The CO reported Hernández said COs couldn’t expect “Above 

Average” ratings for “just doing their jobs.”  

Hernández’s own evaluation for December 2018 was an “Adequate.” While she had 

performed reasonably well in her day-to-day functions, she seemed to be having issues keeping 

up with the required paperwork. She had also received more complaints than average from the 

COs she supervised. The complaints said Hernández micromanaged her employees and 

occasionally made rude or sarcastic remarks. Hernández’s evaluation also contained criticism of 

Hernández’s decision to give each of her subordinates the same rating on their performance 

evaluations.  

In January 2019, jail administrator Cleaver came to Captain Brown with a letter from the 

Bayard Rustin Memorial Legal Fund (the Rustin Fund) on behalf of Walker. The Rustin Fund is 

an LGBT advocacy group that files discrimination complaints on behalf of employees to move 

the courts to accept a broader interpretation of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act. The letter 
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included a charge of discrimination (or discrimination charge, or charge) to the Equal 

Employment Opportunity Commission filed on January 18, 2019. According to the charge of 

discrimination, the Jail discriminated against Walker on the basis of sex by refusing to hire her 

for the CO-IV position and giving her a sub-standard performance review. In support of her 

charge, Walker alleges Hernández and the Jail relied on Walker’s nonconformity with gender 

stereotypes. She alleges the Jail’s reliance on these stereotypes in making decisions about 

Walker’s suitability for promotion or work performance amounted to discrimination “because of 

sex,” under Section 703 of the Civil Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2 (2012). 

Captain Brown felt blindsided by this EEOC charge because Walker had never addressed 

the issue with him or anyone on his staff before going to an attorney. Captain Brown never had 

any specific knowledge about Walker’s sexual orientation or gender identity but was not 

surprised to learn she identified as lesbian. Captain Brown is aware Walker dresses in 

traditionally masculine styles and wears men’s clothing outside of the workplace. She does not 

wear jewelry or makeup, and she keeps her hair close cropped, in a buzz cut. Hernández, in 

contrast, dresses in a manner more consistent with gender stereotypes for a woman. 

Nevertheless, Captain Brown completely rejects the idea that Walker’s sexual orientation or 

gender nonconformity played any role in his decision making. 

Furthermore, in support of her charge of discrimination, Walker outlined two purported 

instances where Hernández made derogatory comments. In one instance, in either 2016 or 2017, 

Walker states Hernández told Jail employees in the lunchroom that lesbian sexual acts are 

“pointless” and “these butch girls just need some time with a real man.” In another instance, 

sometime in 2017, Walker alleges Hernández and Walker were walking through the female wing 

of the jail with another CO, and Hernández told the other CO that the female wing was a 

“lesbian’s dream come true.” The charge of discrimination was the first time Captain Brown 

heard of either allegation, and Brown believes these complaints would have been quickly 

resolved if Walker had informed her supervisor in a timely fashion. 

In addition to seeking an in-person negotiation, the letter from the Rustin Fund outlined 

five demands: 

1) Appointing Walker to a CO-IV position; 

2) Enacting a LGBT nondiscrimination policy for the Jail; 

3) Appropriately punishing Hernández for her discriminatory comments; 

4) Paying Walker’s back wages in the amount of the difference between the CO-III 

wage and the CO-IV wage for the period of July 23, 2018 to present; and 

5) Paying legal fees to the Rustin Fund in the amount of $3,500, to date. 

The Jail responded with its own letter, stating it could not meet any of Walker’s demands. 

Its response stated the number of CO-IV positions is capped at fifteen, so Walker cannot be 

appointed to a position until one is open. In addition, the Jail stated that County ordinance 

prohibits the Jail from expanding upon the protected classes identified by state and federal law, 

and even if it were to punish an employee for inappropriate behavior, Jail policy prohibits the 

release of information on disciplinary actions taken against its employees. Finally, because the 

Jail denies wrongdoing, it refused to make any monetary payments to Walker or the Rustin Fund. 

Nevertheless, the Jail did agree to setting up a time, in early February, for the parties to meet in 

person to seek resolution. 
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Despite being upset by her hiring attorneys and filing a charge with the EEOC without 

first trying to work the issue out, Captain Brown would still like to see Walker become a CO-IV 

at the Jail. However, the Jail cannot create a job for Walker without a vacancy. Captain Brown 

would be willing to seriously consider Walker for positions as they open. Specifically, Captain 

Brown knows there will be a vacancy on or before March 2020 for a CO-IV who will reach her 

mandatory retirement age. Captain Brown is reluctant to make anyone a “Sergeant-in-waiting” 

but would agree to guarantee the position to resolve the complaint and keep Walker employed 

with the Jail. 

Also, due to county ordinance, the Jail cannot endorse an explicit LGBT 

nondiscrimination policy. The county prohibits the Jail from enacting any policy that 

“advantages or protects any sub-group of employees above any other group, except to the extent 

that state or federal employment discrimination laws identify protected classifications.” 

Campbell County Ord. § 74-101 (2015). That said, both Cleaver and Captain Brown believe all 

employees deserve to be treated with respect, and they would be open to revising the policy in a 

way that does not violate the county ordinance. If you can work out language that would satisfy 

Walker and her attorneys without violating the ordinance, the Jail administration will leave the 

precise language to your best judgment. While Cleaver and Captain Brown are willing to work 

with Walker and the Rustin Fund in good faith to draft acceptable language, given the limited 

time scheduled for the negotiation, any final changes will have to go through an official approval 

process.  

As for Hernández, Cleaver and Captain Brown are unwilling to alter the Jail’s policy 

prohibiting public release of employee disciplinary actions. Captain Brown, in particular, is 

convinced allowing COs to have access to other COs disciplinary files—especially the 

disciplinary files of supervisory COs—would have significant and damaging impacts on overall 

CO morale. The most the Jail can offer Walker in regard to her third demand is a commitment to 

thoroughly investigate Walker’s claims. Whatever the results of that investigation, the issue will 

be resolved directly with Hernández. The Jail is unwilling to update either Walker or the Rustin 

Fund about the outcome of the investigation. However, the Jail is willing to provide a general 

training for all COs on their obligations under state and federal employment laws and make 

attendance mandatory for all COs in supervisory positions. In addition, the Jail would be willing 

to ensure Hernández does not conduct another performance evaluation for Walker while Walker 

is a CO-III, although it cannot guarantee that Hernández will never be assigned to a leadership 

position on the same shift as Walker.   

Finally, the Jail would prefer to resolve this matter without any monetary payment. If 

necessary, the Jail will offer Walker a one-time payment of up to $2000 if she agrees to 

withdraw the EEOC charge without the Jail making any statement of wrongdoing. The Jail is 

unwilling to make any payments to the Rustin Fund. 

Beyond that, the Jail hopes you will be creative in thinking of other steps it might take to 

resolve this issue. Cleaver and Captain Brown are leaving the negotiation to your discretion and 

will agree to anything in the Jail’s best interests. You may provide additional, non-self-serving 

information and details consistent with the facts as stated above and in the General Information. 

 


